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Extending the Challenge-:

Working Toward a Common Body of Practice for Teachers

Concerned educators have always wrestled with issues of excellence

and professimial development. It is argued, in the paper "A Common Body

..._, of Practice for Teachers: The Challenge of Public Law 94-142 to Teacher

Education,"* that the Education for*All Handicapped Children Act of 1975

provides the necessary impetus for a concerted reexamination of teacher

education. Further, it is argued that this reexamination should enhance

the process of establishing a body of 'knowledge common to the members of

the teaching profession. The paper continues, then, by outlining clus-

ters of capabilitiesthat may be included in the common body of know ledge.

These clusters of capabilities provide the basis for the following mate-

rials.

The materials are:oriented toward assessment and development. First,

the various components, rating scales, self-assessment, sets of objec-
_

tives, and resvective,rationale and knowledge bases are designed to enable

teacher educatd'rs to assess iurrent practice relative'to the knowledge,

skills, and commitments outlined in the aforementioned paper: The assess-

ment is conducted not necessarily to determine the worthiness of 1 or-tram

or practice, but rather to reexamine current practice in order to articu-

late essential, common elements of teacher education. In effe,ct then, the

"challenge" paper and the ensuing materials incite further discussion

regarding a common body of practice for teachers.

Published'by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher-Education,
Washington, DC, 1980 ($5.50).
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Second arld closely aligned to assessment is the deverelpmental per-
7

)

spectiye offered by these materials. The assessment process alloys the
P LP

user to view current practice on a developmental, 'continuum. Therefore,

desired or more app:opriate practice is readily identifiable. On another,

perhaps more important dimension, the-"challenge" paper,and these materials

focus discussion on preservice teacher education. In making decisions

regarding a common body of practice it is essential that specific

knowledge, skill and commitment be acquired at the preservice level. It

is also essential that other additional specific knowledge, skill, and

commitment be acquired as a teacher is inducted into the profession and

matures with years of experience. Differentiating among these levels of .

professional development is paramount. These materials.can be.used in

-. forums in which focused discussion will explicate better the necessary

elements of preservice teacher education. This explication will then

allow more productive discourse on the necessary capabilities of begfn-

ning teachers Athe necessary capabilities of:experienced_teachers.

rilbrief, tills-work is an effort to capitalize on the creative

ferment of the teaching profession in striving toward excellence and

professional development: The work is to he viewed as evolutiOnary and

formative. Contributions from our colleagues are heartily welcomed.

c.
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This paper presents one module in a 'series of resource materials

which are designed for use by teacher educators. The gen'eSis of .these

materials is in he ten "clustrsof capabilities," oylined in'the

paper, "A Common Body of Practice for Teachers: The Challenge.of

Public_Law 94-142 to Teacher Education,' which formvthe proposed core

of professional knowledge needed by professional teachers alo will,

practicenn the world of tomorrow. The resource- materials are to be

used by teacher educators to reexamine and enhance their current prac-

tice in preparing classroom teachers to work competently and comfortably

with cnifdren who have a wide range of individual needs. Each module

provides further elaboration of a specified "cluster of capabilities"

in this case, Tqa.cher CoMmunication in the Classroom: Process and

Implications.

"k.
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. Contents

Within this fodule are the following components:

Set of Objectives - The objectives focus on the teacher educator' Page 6

)
rather tjian the student (preservice teacher). They identify

what can be expected as a result of working through the

materials. Objectives which apply to all practicing teachers

also are identified. They are statements about skills,

knowledge, and attitudes which should be part Pif the "common

body of practice" of all teachen's,

Rating Scales - Scales are included by which a teacher educator

could, in a cursory way, assess the degree to which the

knowledge and practices _identified in this module are being

transmitted in his/her teacher-training program.' The rating

scales also provide a catalyst for further thjnking in each
4

area.

Self-Assessment - Specific test items were developed to determine

a user's working knowledge of the major concepts and prin-

ciples in each subtopic. The self-assessment may be used as

a pre-assessment to determine whether one would find it

worthwhile to go through the module or as a self7check, after

the materials have been worked through. The self-assessment

items also can serve as examples of mastery test questions,

for students.

a

Page 9

Page 10
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Rationale and Knowledge Base This sectionof the module summarizes Page 13

the knowledge base and empirical support for selected topics on

teacher communication in the classroom, emphasiling a conceptual

framework for understanding the prows of communication in the,

classroom,. the-teacher's role in that process, and the implica-

*

tions for instruction.
x

Communication Competence Page 13

The Communication Process Page 15

1
The Role of Self In the Communication Process Page 21

Barriers to Communication Effectivenss Page' 25

o, Enhancing Communication Effectiveness Page 31

Communication Functions. Page 31

Social Sensitivity
Ap Page 33

1,1Active Lipste ing Page 33

Honest ComOuniUtion . Page34
r

)
Implications for Instruction . .Page 37

References % Page 46

Resources The Appendices contain resources relevant to enhancing

teacher communication competence in the classroom.

APPENDIX APublications (reproduced with permission) are

included which support and expand the knowledge base

.relevant to enhancing teacher communication comirtence in

the.classroom. They also should provide stimulus material

for student discassfons.
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APPENDIX B--Information contained in this section further

defines "communication competence," details the functions

of)Communication, and provides both a planning matrix for

classroom communication activities, and several sample

exercises fos implementing the functions..

'APPENDIX C--This section contains sample outlines, exercises,

and'eva3Ontion toms for a variety of communication activities.

65,
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TEACHER COMMUNICATION IN THE CLASSROOM:
PROCESS AND IMPLICATIONS

. .',Trying to teach without understapding its relationship

to the communication process is a bit like eatingia chocolate

sundae without the Re cream--a bit sticky, and not very

satisfying. (Hprt, Scott & McCroskey, 1978, p. 10)

The clusters of c4abilities identified in A Common Body of Practice

for Teachers: The Challenge of Public Law 94-142 to Teacher Education

(April, 1980) 'address the critical issues facing leaeher education training

programs in providing,a framework to prepare individuals to "practice"

'education: to facilitate and imprdve the learning of all students--exceptional

and non-exceptional alike. As we examine these clusters.of capabilities,

conceptional thread emerges and binds all other domains.of professional

competence:' the professional's Competence as a communicator. The

increased demands for accountability, for cooperative teaming approacjes,

for individualized programs to meet the needs of multicultural and,mainstreamed

'students, as well as the growing recognition that communication competence is

central to a student's academic, career, and personal success accent the need

for greater emphasis on communication education ftr practttfoners and teachers

in training.. As emphasized by communication researchers, Hurt, Scott, and)

McCroskey (1978), communication is the essence of teaching.

Throughout the modules developed as part of this series, the

centrality If communication competence to the improvement of learning and

instruction is reinforced. In preparing the prospective and/or experienced

teacher, the clusters of capabilities recommend, including content and



instructional strategies which relate directly to the teacher's competence

as a communicator. For example, the "clusters" emphaslz-e such teacher

communication competencies as:

.

(1) Understanding the role of oral communication as a basic skill;

(2) Improving personal development skills (e..g., goal setting,

li

problem-solying, decision-making, and conf ict resolution);

(3) Creating positive classroom environments y skillfully analyzing

41.

student populations;

(4) Developing and maintaining effective teaming, negotiation, and

consultancy skills'in interactions with Solleague4in regular

and special education, with supervisors, with parents, as well

as with other professionals in education and health who are

\- ,A

concerned with meeting the needs and rights of all students;

(5) Establishing and maintaining effective relationships which exhibit
.

respect, trust, cooperation, and sensitivity with students and-r-

their parents;

(6) Facilitating student-student relationships by providing students

with a firm foundation in human development skills, emphasizing

an understanding of the communication process and an ability to

implement appropriate intra- and interpersonal communication

behaviors;

(7) Understanding and utilizing appropriate problem-solving, assessment;
Mk,

and observational techniques, including effective verbal and non-
.

.verbal listening behaviors for identification and referral of students

with special needs; and
ri

. (8) Selecting and adapting appropriate content and instructional

strategies to meet students' individual and group needs.

11
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As indicated in the preceeding list, a teacher's competence as

a communicator--whether in intrapersonal (e.g, personal development skills), -

interpersonal (e.g., teaming, con'ultancy, questioning skills), lecture
ti

(e.g., informative or persuasive presentational skills), or mediated contexts-

4

(e.g., videotape/television'atitization skills)-- carries a significant role

in the teaching-learning pardigm. These-cOMpetencies emphas.ize.the-_need for

a cognitive or knowledge base in communication; i.e., teacher-trainees must

understand (a) the communication process, (b) the' teacher4s.role in that

process, and (c) the implications of the communication process for instruction;

Similarly, these competencies tressthe need for an affective base; i.e., a

sensitivity to the verbal and nonverbal communication dimensions in the

transactions which occur in the teaching-learning process; and a behavioral

oe performance base; i.e., an ability to implement and model communication

behaviors which are appropTTe for the myriad of situations confronting

teachers in and outside
04

their classrooms.

The importance of communication competence for the student's academic,

social, and career success (Glassi & Glassi, 1978; Becker and Ekdom, 1980;

.Page and Perelman, 1980; Blitstein., 1981; Scully, 1981; Johnson and Johnson,

1982) reinforces the need for teacher-trainees-to be prepared as competent

communicators, able to provide re4ant instruction and modelling behaviors

in communication skills and strategies. Indeed, research has shown a

teacher's competence and comfort as a communicator ability to

model appropriate communication behaviors) significantly affect the development

of a student's tommunication orientation and behavior--particularly from pre-
.

school through grade five (McCroskey, 1970). A teacher who is. anxious about

1.

1 IJ



his/her presentational skills, for example, communicates (verbally and

gonverbally) that fear and anxietyio students, evoking within the Aidents

fear and-ahxiety for similar situations.

A teacher possessing communication competence,(cognitive, affective,

and behavioral competence as a communicator),.therefore, should be able to

utilize and adapt a variety of instructional strategies (e.g., questioning/

interviewing,. small group discussion, lecture, case - Study, -and role-playing

formats) in specialized content areas le learners with varying degrees of

capabilities ancrneeds. Studies by Staton-Spice and Bassett (1979), Book

and Eisenberg (1979), and Staton-Spicer and M ty-White (1981) have found.

experienced and prospective practitioners alike concerned about their.

communication in the classroom. They are concerned about themselves as

communicators, the task of communicating in the classroom, and the impact

of their communication on .others. While students should receive systematic

instruction in oral communication in well-defined segments of the schools'

curriculum, teacher's in all academic areas should be prepared to use and

model a variety of communication strategies in their classrooms, thus,

emphasizing the importance of communication competence for all learners

(Del Polito, 1980).
-s

Unfortunately, while courses, under the aegis of a variety of

university departments (e.g., Psychology, Education, Cdunselling, Sociology,

and Speech Communication), focus on communication competencies both inside

and outside the classroom, and while numerous publications,- including the

modules within'this series, address many of the variables affecting class-

room communication, for the most part, practitioners are not prepared to

facilitate, design., and or implement communication strategies appropriate for

the many new roles demanded of them in today's classrooms.
I)

13



:This module will not provide the teacher educator with answers to

all questions.related to teaching communication competence. The scope o1
6

this publication is limited; it will not detail strategies for asking

questions, presenting lectures, conducting interviews, leading small group

or class discussions, or other communication acts; university courses are

taught and ig00.. have been written on each of these subjects--several

publications are included in the bibliography. Rather, the purpose of this' ,

sr

module 'is to provide a conceptual framework for understanding the process of

communication in the classroom, the teache'r's role in that process, and the

a

implications for instruction. With such a conceptyal frameWork, and by

providing a communication perspective for synthesizing information from the

suggested reference materials, the other modules, and the teacher educator's

experiences in the classroom, the teacher educator will be-Able to consult

effectively with colleagues in communication and other disciplines to design,

programs which prepare prospective teachers to'be effective, competent

communicators in meeting the needs,of all students.

The next several pages provide objectives for both the reader and

for teacher-training programs, a rating scale for-current programs, and-

,

a self-assessment pre-test for the reader. It is hoped this self-instructional

format will assist readers in addressing the content issues related to

teacher communication competence in the classroom; specifically '(a) the

process of communication; (b) barriers to communication effectiveness;

(c) strategies for enhancing communication* effe iveness; and

(d) implications for instruction.' Importantly, re ders should review the

appendixed material in conjunction with the initial text information to obtain
ti

full benefit of the module,

14 ott
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OBJECTIVES OF THE MOLIULE

Upon-completion of this module, the teacher educator will be better

table to

1. Provide a rationale fort including communication competency training

in teacher education programs;

2. Understand and disc the process of communication in the class-'

cess, aid -the implications for instruction;room; the teacher's role in the

3. Undel6nd and discussothe interrelationship between Nlf-concept

theory and the process of communication to, the implementation of effective

communication strategies in the"classroom;,'

4. Understand and discuss barriers to effectikclassroom communication

and their impact on.student learning, particularly as related to instruc-

tion-in mainstreamed classrooms; 41.

7
5. Understand'and discuss the impact of social sensitivity, active

listening, and honest communication in the design and adaptation of

effective instructional strategies; and

4.

(6. Understand and discuss the goals of communication.co etence, the

five functions of communication, and a methodology for improvi g.the

communication behavio of teacher-trainees,

C
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Reasonable Objectives for Teacher Education

Students in teacher training programs should have knowledge,!

practical skills, and commitment to professional performance in

0

effective classroom communication. Specifically, programs should pre-

pare practitioners and prospective teachers to:

1. Understand tho process=of communication, the teacher's role in the

process, and the implications of effective classroom communication for both

teacher and student;

2., Utilize instructional strategies which help expand and evaluate the

teachers' and thkstudents' repertoires of communication skills` and know-
..

ledge across the functions of communication for improved growth and learning;

3. Communicate effectively and be able to model appropriate behaviors

throughout the school day:4 in active listening, effectively asking and

answering questions, giving directions, leading group discussions,

problem-solving, resolving conflicts, lect ing, and continually adapting

messages to their audiences of students, colleagues, and parents;

4. Discuss the communication process, strategies, and skills with

students, colleagues% and parents;

5. Create classroom environments in which-students feel free to talk,

without criticism in their use of language;

1.6
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6. Provide a-variety-Of learning activities adross content areas which

allow students to select and practice the functions of communication in ma 5'

situations (e.g., in one to one interactions, such as interviewing; in

small group paiblem-solving interactions; in presentations td inform,

persuade, entertain; and in contructing and evaluating arguments, adVer-

tisements, and other persuasive messages);

7. Train students to evaluate their own and others' behaviors and

knowledge of the communication process; and

/8. Understand the relationship and the implications of the students:

oral communication competence to their academic success in other areas of

the curriculum and to their future academic, career, and social success.

p

yh
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Rating Scale for Teacher Preparation Program
/

1. Students 'in the teacher education program receive no syktematic

instruction in the communication process. Students perceive

"communication" as limited to "speaking" and "listenibg" with A

little or no awareness of the dynamic process which occurs

amyng.interactants.

2. Students receive instruction in ',Communication" somewhere in

their educational program, but there is little or no Oppoi-tunity

for students to practiCe these'strategie

3. Students receive instruction in classroom communication process

and strategies and have opportunities to practice their communi-
,

,/
cation strategies. They are not, however, assessed for, nor

held accountable for, mastery of specific skills.

4. Students receive extensive instruction in classroom communication

process, strategies, and skills, and are monitored for their

ability to perform effectively in practice sessions.

5. Students receive extensive instruction in classroom communication

process strategies, n skills, monitored for their ability to

perform effectively in dractice sessions and in student teaching.

Additional training is vided as needed.

a
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4 Self-Assessment

This module begins with a pretest. The purpose is to help determine

how familiar the reader is with the content. The pretest items are keyed

to sections of the module. If more information is desired on a certain

item, it is possible to turn directly to the relevant section identified

in parenthesis. Thus, whether ornot the response is correct, notes made
1

during the pretest can be used to guide further reading.
1

1. Define "communication." (Communication Process)

2. Define and explain the intrapersonal communication process and 4

its critical elements. ahat are the implications of this definition for.

teacher training programs? (Communication Process) lip

3. Explain the following quote from J. Keltner- .(1970): "What we

actually do when we speak to each other is talk to,ourseles." (Communi-

cation Process)
0

4. To what extent student perceptions of teacher communication

behavibrs make a difference in the students' academic achievement?

Explain. (Communication Rrocess)

5. To what extent eachers'perceptions of students influence the

'students' academic achievement? Explain. (CommunicatiOn Process)

6. Define "communication competence." To what extent does per-Mt-mance

affect one's competence as a communicator (Communication Prccess)

sai

7. Explain the role of self-concept in the communication process.

How does'self-concept affect communication in the classroom? (Communication

Process)

8. Define "self-concept enhancement." What is the relationship between

self-concept enhancemept and evaluation in the classroom? (Communication

Process)

19
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9. Identify at least five strategies for enhancing students' self-

4

concept5 in_the classroom. What impact can these strategies have on the

students' competencies as communicators? (Communication Process and

Appendix A: Guidelines)

10. Define "nolse" as'it occurs in the communication'process.

(Barriers to Communication Effectiveness)

11. Identify at least five barriers to effective classroom coninuni-,

'cation. Now will these barriers affect students in a mainstreamed class-

room? (Barriers to Communication Effectiveness)

-12. Ta what extent does language affect one's attitudes toward

students with handicapping conditions? What are the implications for

instruction?' kparriers to Communication Effectiveness and Appendix A

articlby Deil Polito)

13. Define "defensive" listening. What classroom communication

behaviors Oaf ecipitate defensive listening? What recommendations would

you suggest to teachers to improve listening behaviors in the classroom?

(Barriers to Communication Effectiveness and Enhancing Communicative

Effectiveness) I

14. Identify and explain the five functions of communication.

(Enhancing Communicative Effectiveness and Appendix'B)

. 15. Now could the funCtions of communication be implemented into an

fisting teacher edu*.ion program? (Enhancing Communicative Effectiveness

nd Appendix A article by Vogel and Fetzer)

,16. Identify and explain three skills which are basic to the teachers'

and students' abilities to understand one's self and others, obtain and
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utilize feedback from others, a9d design and adapt appropriate communication

strategies.- hand trgCommulri-c.ativ -Effttri-vele"s's )-
40

17. Identify and explain a methodology for improving communication

effectiveness for both teachers autudents. (ImplitItions for Instruction)

0

0

.,1.111,111...

AL,
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Communication Competence

As established in the opening section, a teacher's competence as

a communicator is critical to the success of the teaching-learning process.

One's cognitive knowledge of communication processes and implications,
I

affective sensitivity to all verbal and nonverbal dimensions of the process,

and behavioral ability to select and model appropriate communication

behaviors are central to the instructional process. The instructional process,

equated here with the communication process, is a dynamic, on-going, circular

process which is constantly ,changing7 Communication competence involves the
A

dynamic transaction' which occurs between people. In the classroom, the

transaction occurs between teacher and students, students apd students, and

.any other persons impacting the teaching-learning paradigm (e.g.,.principats,

parents, .siblings, aides, and related health and education professionals).

Oral communication competence is defined as the ability of an

individual to select, adapt, and 'implement speaking and listening behaviors

appropriate for the purpose, audience (one or more individuals), and the context

of the interaction. Knowledge of communication behavior and strategies is

insufficie t; one also must be able to demonstrate that khowledge in a given

situa . To utilize and demonstrate the knowledge one has about communication

in the classroom, one must be "tuned in" to the verbal and nonverbal nuances

of the communication tran ction--the on-going and dynamic transaction--within

the classroom context.

For example, reflecting on her students' incomplete hbmework assignments

and irate phone calls from parents, the bright, loquacious English teacher will

need to reevaluate her communication behaviors in presenting the assignment.

22
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Hertevaluation might include her use of vocabulary, organizational approach,

----and/or supporting or clarifying data for the specific receivers of her

communicatiOrf (e.g., inner-City eighth graders, readying themselves for

the next Period's pep rally). Perhaps, her inability to perceive accurately or

adapt to her students' capabilities, their nonverbal reactions in the form of

blank star,ps and inattentive behaviors, as well as the extenuating

circumstances of the environmental and experiential, context of the situation

(e.g., the upcoming pep rally "for the evening'A bif-/- football game with the
/

team arch rival), provoked the incomplete assignments and irate phone cal s

from parents.

Examples of ineffective_ communication strategies abound-in our

elementary and secondary classrooms, and indeed have increased with the new

demands of mainstreamed students. While there are no easy answers to ensure

accurate message interpretation by students or tdechers, teacher-trainees

can be prepared to filcilitate more appropriate', effective communication

transactions in their classrooms. To do so, they must understand the

communication process, understand the receivers (e.g., students, aides,

colleagues,,Ceetc.r and their experiential worlds, and understand themselves,

including their personal competencies and,biases: In addition, they must

be prepared to select, implement, and evaluate communication strategies

appropriate for the receivers, themselves; and the situation. Only w h

such communication competence will'our tia-tner-trainees be able to better

control the meaning attached to the. messages sent and received in their

classrooms and improve the teaching-learning process.

As noted previously, thtr purpose of this module is to provide the

teacher educator with a conceptual framework for understanding the process

L... of communication in the classroom, the teaCCIer's role -in that process, and

23
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the implications for instruction. The remaining page's of this publication,

therefore, will address the content issues related to teacher communication

competence in the classroom-, namely:

The Process of Communication;

Role of Self in the Communication Process;

Barriers to Communication Effectiveness;

trategies for Enhancing Communication Effectiveness; and

Implications of Teacher CommuniAtion Competence for InstrOction.

The appendixed material is provided to sppplement and enhance the text and

to provide sample exercises and ,evaluation tools,for the teacher educator's

use in'the college classroom.

The Communication Process

In studying the communication process during the past thirty years,
4

communication researchers and theoreticians have moved from the definition

of communication as the transmission of information (message-centered) to a

definition which focused on the transfer of information from one person to

another (speaker-centered) to finally an understanding that communication

must be defined in terms of the meaning the receiver attaches, to the incoming

stimuli (meaning-centered).

This meaning-centered philosophy focuses on communication as a

dynamic, on-going, circular process which is constantly changing (Barniund,

1971). This definition, emphasizes the complexity of the process, recog-

nizing "communication" is not limited to message formulation (in speaking)

and message reception (in listening), but rather involves the participants'
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total personalities in a transaction in which messages are decoded and ,

encoded simultaneously.

.6,

This simultaneous and circular process is further complicated by

the experiential worlds of the participants, each of whom brings to the

situational context a history of perceptions--of themseilves, of the other

person, and of the other's perceptions of them. To undetstand the more

complex circular process between two or more persons (whether with a small

group of colleagues, a classroom of students, or with a large audience in a

putrlie speaking or toss media situation), it is helpful to review the most

basic, and perhaps the purest form of communication: communication with one's
I

self,..as illustrated in the.intrapersonal communication process.

As noted in Figure 1.1, one of the most critical elements in the

J communication process is the individual's selectivity in exposure, attention,

perception, and retention of stimuli which bombard the senses. The situational

climate (time, place, context, persons Involved, and their motivations)

provides a wide array of-stimuli from which the individual chooses to select.

$

Stimuli may be external (visual, aural, tactile, gustatory, or olfactory) or

internal (physical or psychoibgical). A. ti

While physical attributes may limit the acuity of a person's senses

(e.g.,.hearing loss, blindness); nonetheless, we do attend to, accept, and

retain data which are congruent with our perceptions of--and particularly

acceptance of--ourselves and our world. -All parts of the intrapersonal

communication process--decoding, evaluating, interpreting, and integrating

information we select, as well as the formulation of new messages either to

be retained for further review and modification or transmitted to others-*-

are influenced by one's perception of self or self-concept.
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Figure 1.1. The intrapersonal communication process.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the intrapersonal communication process. An indi-
vidual's self-concept is at the heart of the process, since one's self-cOncept
determine,s the stimuli selected and the way in which the stimuli will be de-
coded, evaluated, and integrated into the individual's self-system. The self -
concept also determines the message to be transmitted and how it will be
sent. As the dotted.lines indicate, the self-concept affects and is affected by

one's experiential worldall the information accumulated during one's life-

time, including cultural experiences, knowledge, abilities, beliefs, attitudes,
and feelings, as well as needs, goals, and expectations for the future. In turn,
the person's experiential world affects the entire process of intrapersonal

_communication. As Figure 1.1 indicates the process is ongoing, circular, and
operates as long as stimuli from the situational climate (time, place, and cir-
cumstances) or experiential world bombard the individual.

I

from: CarolyriM. Del Polito. Intrapersonal Communication. Menlo Park, CA:

Cummings Publishing Company, 1977, p.3.
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Thus, in the example provided earlier, our young, loquacious English

teacher selected only those Stimuli which reinforced her perception of

herself,as an effective teacher. Thus, she selectively attended to and

decoded only those verbal and nonverbal cues which she could integrate with

her past experience and interpret as approval for a job well-done. She

sought out and interpreted facial expressions, head_nods, and hand raising

from studentstshe perceived understood the assignment. Others in the

classroom with blank stares or inattentive behavior were not attended to,

and thus not perceived as relevant in the interpretation of the communication

context.

This, teacher undoubtedly felt uncomfortable' with her self and her

capabilities in this particular *teaching situation, reacting to her eighth-

grade students as she reacted in her college English class the semester

before. Unfortunately, the communication strategies which proved effective

with her college
V

professor and peers were inappropriate for her new junior-

high school audience. Indeed, the strategies selected (vocabulary, types

of examples, organizational pattern, and communication format) were, for the

most part, inappropriate for the situational climate of the eighth-grade

class df inner-city students preparing for a pep rally (i.e., inappropriate

for the time, place, context, persohs involved, and their motiyations).
O

4

Meaning attributed to our communication with ourselves (in

intrapersonil communication) and with others (in interpersonal communication),

therefore, is dependent upon our individual selective perceptions, which, in

turn, are bated upon our individual experiential worlds. Consider further

the English teacher's classroom in which Vie communication transaction is

40
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compounded by 25 thirteen year-olds, simultaneously'interloreting the

teacher's message, each from a unique perspective. Each student will

select and interpret the teacher's cues from an experiential world which

includes different cultural experiences, knowledge, Mental and physical

abilities, beliefs, attitudes, and feelings as well as individual needs,

goals, and expectations for the current-situation and the future (Del-Polito,

1977).

The communication code used in the example above apparently was

restricted to verbal directions, with limited nonverbal facial and hand

gestures. Communication transactions, however, may include such codes as:

verbal (i.e., spoken language) or nonverbal (i.e., facial expressions,
._._

inflections, gestures, or sign language), or they may be written ( in script,

el
typed, or Braille symbols), in n the form of a personal letter or phone call;;

7.-
or a formal essay or television presentation. Yet whatever mode of

communication we employ, whatever situation we communicat in, the process

remains relatively the same. The meaning of the,communication will be

determined by the receiver's perception of the message based on his/her

experiences, knowledge, beliefs, needs, and expectations in relationship to

the purpose, the sender, and the situation.

Research supports the importance of perception in the classroom.

Hurt, Scott and McCroskey (1978) noted a student's. perception of a teacher

heavily imfluences his/her perception Of the message; as well as the

amount of cognitive learning which occurs in the classroom (p. 114-115).

- 0 Importantly, "perceptions of teacher communication behaviors make a.

difference in student perceptions of effective teaching and in student

affect toward the instructor and the course" .(Andersen, Norton, and Nussbaum:

28
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4.

1981). Regardless of the teacher's actual behaviors, the students

perception of the teacher's communication style also Ail impact the
1)

student's morale and productivity (Fiedler, 1974).

It often happens that a message which the teacher intends as
supportive or learner-centered, for example, is perceived as:
dominative or nonsupportive by virtue of the learner's expectancies,
his or her construction of paralinguistic features, or the teacher's
failure of adaptation. (McLaughlin and Efickson, 1981-, p. 398).

I
Thus, the teacher's smile and "Good morning" may be interpreted as a smirk

and "Do I have an excruciating test planned for you'depending upon

the student's past experiences with the teacher, his/her expectations of the

teacher's behavior, as well as the student's perceptions of him/herself and

his/her preparedness for the day's quiz.

Similarly., teachers' perceptions of students influence the students'

reactions and behaviors in the classroom. In fact, research has shAt.'

."teachers' perceptions of children's physical and social attraction affects

teachers' expectations which, ire turn, have an influential effect upon

children's academic achievement and social effectiveness." (Stohl, 1981,

p. 367).

1.

4

The implications of these findings are litical to the improvement

of teacher-student interactions in the classroom; particularly when we

consider the impact of the teacher's modeling behavior on all students.

In reporting major research findings related to nonverbal communication

patterns of children with learning dfsabilities, iieb- Brilhart (1982) found

teachers perceive the social behavior of youngsters with learning disabilities

negatively, and do, in fact, react differently to these youngsters than to

their non-disabled peers. Johnson and Johnson (1981) similarly identified

29



teacher acceptance/rejection behavior to be "a crucial factor'in whether a

process of acceptance or rejection occurs in the classroom" (p. 39).

Role of Self in the Communication Process

4r.

Basic to one's perceptions, acceptance, and understanding of

others are our perceptions, acceptance, and understandind of ourselves.

Understanding self-concept theory and the critical role it assumes in the

communication process, then, is basic to improving classroom coummunication--

in terms of the teacher's perception of self, the impact ot that self-perception

(self-concept) on-the communication,,ransictions with students (and others

in the teaching-learning process), and, more consequentially, on the students'

perceptions of themselves.

As we examine self-concept theory, four basic propositions emerge

which reinforce the importance of understanding the relationship of self-

'concept to communication in the classroom:

1. Self-concept (one's total perceptual appraisal of .oneself--

phrically)rcially, academically, and psychologically) guides

and directs behavio-r, <and, thus, our communication with others.

2. An individual's self-concept can be modified or changed in certain

social interactions.

Although there are a variety of ways self-concept develops ,(e,g.,

societal labeling of dominant behavior patterns and social

comparisons), self-Concept develops primarily through interactions

(communication) with others.

The more influential interactions are those involving significant

others - -those persons who provide rewards and punishments and who

30
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reinforce the individual's perception of him/herself (Del Polito, (

1973).

o

For many students, teachers assume the role of "significant others,"

in that the teachers provide feedback to students regarding their talents

and abilities through both verbal and nonverbal interactions -- whether through

eye-contact, a smile or a frown, a pat on the back, or through a large red

letter D on a returned test paper. Through the teacher's communication

behavior (intentional or nonintentional), therefore,. the student continually

perceives (selectively) evaluation data about him or herself. Consequently,

if perceived by the student as a "credible" and "personable," the teacher

can become a major significant person in the development, maintenance, and

hopefully enhancement of the,student's self-concept,

A student's perceptions of self and his/her feelings of self-esteem-:-

feelings of ableneSs, worthiness, and confidence--thereforb, are determined

in many instances by the classroom teacher through his/her communicition

%

transactions with the student. Feelings of self-esteemNsimilarly affect

one's feelings about others generally, as well as detefinine whether one's

.response to another's communication Will be favorable or unfavorable. The

teacher's role in instructiOn and evaluation, therefore, becom BASIC to

how students perceive themselves, which in turn is BASIC t

(behavior) in the classroom (Del Polito, 1973).

it achievement

ti

Also, it is important to recognize, just-as students look to the

teacher's verbal and- nonverbal cues for approval and for validation as

worthy, competent individuals, so too do teachers,, as,adjtrcontinually

evaluate themselves in6'lerms of societal criteria,'coMparisons with others,

and the verbal and nonverbal feedback received from othdrs--particularly

3J
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persons perceived as credible and concerned, including supervisors,

colleagues, and students. Thus, perception of self as a teacher

and as a communicator ranks extremely high in determining interaction patterns

and behavior with students, with their parents, and with colleagues (Staton-

Spicer and Marty-White, 1980). Competence as a teacher, then, is affected

directly by one's concept of self as a communicator, determined by one's

perceptions of societal rules or norms for effective communication behavior,

as well as comparisons of one's communication style with others' styles.*

Because a teacher's competence as a communicator can have a significant impact

on the development of .a student's self-concept, affecting further his/her

future academic, career, and social success, teacher educators must assume

major responsibility in preparing teacher-trainees for their communication

roles in the classroom.

Specifically, teacher educators should prepare teacher-trainees with

competencies which will enhance students' self-concepts, realizing that an

enhanced self-concept is not an inflated view of oneself, but rather a

realistic perception of one's strengths and weaknesses, and an acceptance of

that perception. One method used to enhance students' self - concepts is to

discuss self-concept theory with them-I-so that they understand how and

why they perceive themselves and their abilities as they do. (For a more

detailed review of self-concept theory, see the module, Psychological

Education by Angelo V. Boy, in this series).

A second approach, however,"deals with teacher behavior, i.e., the

*There are a number of excellent references on the effects of

teacher self-concept or student development and achievement. While much

less has been written on self-concept as a communicator, several sources

are listed in the bibliography.
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teachergethods of communication (evaluation of and inferaction) with

students in the classroom. Critical to this approach is the teacher educator's

responsibility to help teacher-trainees assess realistically their competencies

as communic4ors in the teaching-learning p4cess. To accept their students,

with all of their strengths and weaknesses, teacher-trainees must possess

realistic perceptions of themselves as teacher-communicators, fully cognizant

of and accepting of their strengths and weaknesses. In addition, they should

poAess the-knowledge of strategies to evaluate and improve (their'compentenctes

as communicators.

Importantly, all teacher education programs should prepare teacher-
,

trainees with the knowledge, skills, and strategies necessary for identifying,

evaluating, and improving their competencies as communicators. Obviously,

teacher educators can not, and should not, assume full responsibility for the

actual communication training program. Rather, with the assistance of this

module, teacher educators can consult with colleagues in other departments on-

A

campus (e.g., Communication, Speech and Theatre, Psychology, Counselling) to

design a trainingAprogram most appropriate for the teacher-trainees' needs and

fut re job placements.

ij The following sections clarify further the communication demands in

the classroom environment, beginning first with the barriers to-communication
7e

effectiveness, followed by suggestions for enhancing communication effectiveness

in the classroom and finally closing with specific implications of communication

competence for instruction.

33'
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Barriers to Communication Effectiveness

As we examine the teacher's communication in the classroom, it is

important, too, to recognize the classroom as an ever-changing communication

environment, in which there are numerous opportunities for messages to be

misinterpreted or selectively filtered. Barriers in the communication process,

often labelled as noise within the system, occur throughout the process, and

refer to anything which interferes with accurate messag4 interpretation.

While band practice in the next room may interfere with a student's hearing

and understanding test instructions, so too might an upsetstomach, reliving last

night's date, an unintelligible teacher, or test anxiety.

t The noise variables affecting information processing in the classroom

are many. Included among those identified by Hury,:Scott, and McCroskey

(1978) are: physical or sensory limitations; perceptual levels (i.e.,

attention spans); learned habits; expectations; anxiety and conflict; social

and physiological needs;_ attitudes, beliefs, and values; and message variables

(e.g., organization, language intensity, concreteness, and ambiguity)

(pp. 73-80). Thus,'an overly hot (or cold) room, trains outside the classroom,

physical mannerisms of the communicator, unfamiliar vocabulary, mumbled

articulation, hunger, yesterday's fight with a best friend, or anew snowfall

could be classified as "noise" if selectively attended to and, consequently,

interfere with the intended message.

For the classroom mainstreamed with students who have handicapping

conditions, each of the noise variables liste&above will influence le

communication patterns of the classroom teacher and students--with and

without-disabilities. While one might assume "sensory limitations" such

34
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as a hearing loss or a learning disability would create the greatest

barriers in communicating with persons with handicapping conditions, in

practice, the greatest diffivilties are caused by the "attitudes, beliefs,

and values," along with the "expectations" and "learned habits" of attributing

stereotypical or similar characteristics to unfamiliar persons, objects, or

concepts.

The implications of these barriers are outlined in the paper, "Persons

with Handicapping Conditions: Implications of Defining the Unexpected
No"

Minority," included in Appendix A of this module. The paper emphasizes the

impact of defining and categorizing persons with handicapping conditions- -

particularly important for the teacher meeting students mainstreamed into

the classroom for the first time. The perjorative attitudes, beliefs, and

values and the concomitant myths and stereotypes maintained by society as

a whole are reflected in the "experiential worlds" of teachers and students,

and evidenced in "interpersonal relationships, in media presentations, in

language, and in the organized structure of health and education policies"

(Del Polito, '1982, pp. 3-4). The resulting discrimination, "handicapism,"

can be equated with the discriminant on of racial, ethnic, and other minority

groups--a form of noise causing the greatest barrier to accurate message

interpretation.

Whether or not the child is labelled "handicapped," a "stigma" or

differentness attributed to any student places the youngster in a severe.

social disadvantage (Del Polito, 1982; Gliedman and Roth, 1980, Goffman, 1963).

This is true Orticularly when the differentness interferes mith the student's

communication style (e.g., speech impairment, cerebral palsey, hearing
r

impairment, visual impairment, learning disability).

35
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The scenario is not difficult to visualize. Differences in the
person's interaction style is perceived as "deviant," or as possesing
"inappropriate" verbal and nonverbal cues. An able-bodied individual
with limited personal experiences with disabilities interprets
these cues to mean less credibility and less competency, compounding
misunderstanding, and confirming the disabled person's non-identity
(Del Polito, 1982, p. 5).

Teacher and peer verbal and nonverbal reactions to and communication

with the "different" youngster may, indeed, provoke substantial noise in the

communication transaction. The subsequent effect on the student's self-cOncept,

torrununi-cattun---competence;----academit---achtevementi-. and-- future career success, then,

are in the purview of the classroom tea hey---a-nd -h-i-sfher-competence--as-a

communicator. "The crucial factor in whether a process of acceptance or a

process of rejection occurs in the classroom is the kind of student-student

interaction fostered by the teacher" (Johnson and ,Johnson, 1982, p. 38). Thus,

teacher-trainees, as prospective models for their students, need to examine

their own attitudes, values,_ beliefs, expectations, and learned habits and the

influence these variables have on their classroom interactions with all students

--irrespective of their race,-sex, ethnic or.cultural backgound, or handicapping

condition. Similarly, teacher-trainees should be prepared to engage students

(including those with handicaps) in class discussions and exercises regarding

the impact of their experiential worlds and self-concepts on their, attitudes

and behaviors toward themselves and others, regardless of their individual

differences. "*

In this regard, teacher-trainees should understand and be able to use

content and instructional strategies related to media, language,

*For an indepth review'of issues related to mainstreaming exceptional

children into the regular classroom, see the module on Variables in

Exceptionality by Birch (1982). Texts in classroom communication also
provide strategies for dealing with diversity in the classroom (see
particularly, Seiler, Schuelke, and Lieb-Brilhart, 1983).
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and nonverbal communication as they impact on an individual's perception of and

communication with self and others--as relevant to the context of their

individual tlassrpoms and subject matter expertise. ForexaMple, examination

of print and nonprint media related to an American history class may include

school publications, comic books, newspaper accounts, television series,

and/or films. Effects of language usage may be reviewed in terms of connotative

and deditative definitions, generalizations, arelabels used to describe

persons with differences in a short story, novel, or poem--or in a biography

of a famous chemist or agriculturalist. Nonveital communication, on the other
-N\

hand, provides a rich source for examining relational and cultural

communication patterns through such nonverbal cues as increased or decreased

eye-contact, facial expressions, spatial distanCes, touching behavior, or

time devoted to an interaction. Nonverbal communication, as.with media and

language can. be emphasized anddrawn Lipcin in music, business, home economics,

language, media, and history courses - -among others--to examine and understand

the communication behaviors of self and others.*

ti

As noted above, each of the information proceising variables (e.g.,

attention span, language intensity, hearing acpity, etc.), can become a

barrier to effective communication, affecting the individual's selective

exposure, attention, perception, and retention of messages, and can promote

stereotypical responses. Eadi of these "noise" variables, then, can lead to

other, more commonly-recognized behavioral listening problems, such as:

viewing a topic as uninteresting;

*The bibliography contains a number of excellent references on
classroom communication which provide ample information on both impact
analysis and classroom strategies in each of these areas.
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criticizing a speaker's delivery instead of the message content;

getting overstimulated or emotionally involved;

listening only for facts;

tolerating or failing to adjust to distractions; and

listening only to wha is easy to understand.

(For additional behavioral listening problems see Barker, 1971, in Appendix C.)

A critical "listening" impediment, however, precipitated by these conditions

of noise in the system, is what Gibb (1961) has termed, "defensive listening."

Rather than attending to the message as intended by the speaker, the

listener may become frustrated, argumentative, or may "tune out" tI)e speaker

completely. Defensive listening is aroused when the receiver perceives or

anticipates threat. According to Gibb (1961), rather than listening to

understand, the receiver focuses on how he/she may dominate, impress, win, or

escape threat or punishment. Defensive listening may occur any time the

listener "selectively" perceives evaluation, control, hidden motivations,

dogmatism, superiority, or little concern for him/herself as a person.(non-

identityY.

For example, a teacher-trainee may perceive comments about his

appearance to be his professor's way of exhibiting her superiority and

righteousness, when, in fact, the professor genuinely wanted to compliment

the trainee for his taste in ties. Whether intentional or not, therefore,

communication behaviors which are interpreted by the listener as "controlling"

can create a defensive listening posture (facial, gestural; and verbal cues)

which, in turn, raises the level of defensiveness in the original communicator.

The more defensive one becomes; the less accurate are subsequent perceptions
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of the speaker's actual message and, therefore, the less effective the

communication.

Defensive listening behaviors may surface among teacher-tr43nees

because of their own anxiety as communicators--as teachers--in the classroom.

A supportive, yet realistic training environment can enhance the trainee's

skills and confidence as a communicator, as well as increase the trainee's

knowledge in dealing with their future'students' communication concerns.

Three major communication axioms which often are disregarded and

consequently create many of the barriers summarized in this section are:

I. Communication is transactional. Communication is a complex,

circular process with participants who are constantly changing.

II. One cannot not communicate. As human beings we continually

project Ponverbal cues. Even while sleeping or staring blankly

into space, we communicate mersages to ourselves and others.

III. Meanings are in people, not in words. As repeated throughout

this module, it is not what is said or how it is said, but rather

the receiver's interpretation of the message cues, with the

4

receiver's interpretation necessarily limited by his/her experiential

world.

The next section will examine and recommend strategies for alleviating

many barriers to effective classroom communication and will provide suggestions

for enhancing the teacher-trainee's competence as a communicator.

74,

3
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Enhancing Communicative Effectiveness

To help alleviate some of the barriers previously discussed and to

improve communication effectiveness in the classroom, communication

competencies of teacher-trainees (as well as of students) need to be developed.

As defined earlier, communication competence involves selecting, adapting,

and implementing communication behilitors appropriate for the purpose,

audience, and context of the situattorr. This definition reflects three

basic assumptions for communication instruction, appropriate for training

teachers as they are for teachers training their students (Allen and Brown,

1976, p.246):

1. the major concern of communication education is with the development

of the individual as a message strategist;

2. communication competency is noteied to competency in a particular

form of4longuage; and

ATI
commidnicdron behaviors can be modified.

In an important review of research related to communication. competence,

a Report of the Speech Communication Association (Allen and Brown, 1976)

outlined a functidnal or pragmatic approach for teaching communication

competence, identifying five dominant uses of language or communication

functions which instruction shoufd. emphasize: controlling (persuading),

expressing:feelings, informing, ritualilipg (performing social rituals), and

imagining (creative use of language). The report emphasized the interactive

nature of each of these. predominant functions for both the sender and,

receiver. Thus,
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In a controlling context, we can be both controller 'and
controlled. If we are being controlled, we need to be
able to recognize the other's intention and its appropri-
ateness to the particular context. We must also have a
repertoire of behaviors that can confirm for the other
that we .recognize that intent and assent to it (Allen and
Brown, 1976, p. 250).

,Focusing on instruction which emphasizes the five communication

.41

functions provides a framework for teaching communication competence as

ti
well as a relevant approach for. instruction -in all forms of communication:

reading, writing, speaking, and listening. For the prospective teacher,

understanding the interaction of functions among the basic communication

skills will enhance personal competence as a communicator as well as provide

strategies for enhancing students' competencies in all communication activities.

The-teacher educator can refer to Appendix B which contains detailed definitions

of the "functions," sample lesson plans, anea planning matrix to insure

instruction covers all functions across all types of communication (i.e)

in intrapersonal,.dyadic, small group, public, and mediated communication

situations).

A pilot cooperative project at Miami University is described by

Vogel and Fetzer (1982) (See Appendix A) in which the functions of communication

are utilized as the framework for a core requirement course for all students

in education certification progr'ams. As discussed in the article, the

collaborative efforts- of the departments of Communication and Teacher

Education has brought about "many positive and productive results" by

applying basic communication principles to the classroom environment (p.(37).

Similar programs,_utilizing the unctions of communication as a framework,

can be designed by the reader in collaboration with colleaguei from appropriate

departments/programs on campus.
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Three skills which are basic to any training program designed to

enhance communication effectiveness are: social sensitivity," active

listening, and honest communication (Del,Polito, 1973; 1977). These, three

supportive communication skills are critical to the teacher-trainee's

ability to understand self and others, obtain and utilize. feedback from others,,

and most importantly, to adapt and implement appropriate strategies for each

of the communication functions (identified earlier.) in any 'communication

context; i.e., interactions with one other person, with small groups of

persons-in team or problem-solving sessions, or with large groups in lecture,

discussion, and/or mediated presentations. While the following paragraphs,

describe these skills, further elaboration and sample-exercises are provided

n Appendix C.

Social sensitivity refers to one's ability to empathize with the other

person: to see, feel; and hear with the-other person, to step into the other

person's shoes and see the world from his/her perspective; to understand the

feelings, thoughts, needs; and goals of the other person. Maximum understanding

through social sensitivity occurs when the listener (1) understands the

speaker's perceptual world, including the speaker's attitudes, values, beliefs

'Knowledge, cutture, social system, past experientes, and future-expectations;
O

(2) understands his/her own perceptual world and selectivity processes;

('3understands the content communicatedwhit is said; and (4) understands

the feelings communicated--how the message is said.

To empathize with and become sensitive to the other person, one

must listen actively. Active-listening demands total commitment to the

communication'interaction. Active listening implies waiting until the other
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person completes his/her statement to understand the situation as seen by

the speaker. It suggests no evaluation, judgement, agreement, or disagreement.

The teacher-traiepe., as active listener, therefore, conveys acceptance of the

student, alopg with acceptance of his/her idea's, 'attitudes, and values. To

ir)

confirmPan understanding and acceptance of the student during active listening,

the trainee should, communicate "attention" during the interaction both non-

verbally (attentive posture, head nods, eye-contact, facial expressions) and

verbally (vo6lizations which indicate Interest in the student's comments).

In addition, through paraphrasing, suppgrtive comments, and nonverbal reactions,

the teacher-trainee reflects his/her'understanding of the student's ideas

and feelings. Providing feedback in the form of reflective responses aids to

reduce student defensiveness and to keep alF channels of communication open.*

*.

In addition, communication,which spontaneous and honest also

reduces defensiveness, as well is improves self and other understanding.

Honest communication does not mean indiscriminate frankness; rather it

implies expbsimg some of one's self to students, through expressions of

ideas, feelings, and attitudes. As weshare parts of ourselVes with our

students, we communicate trust in them, encouraging them to trust us and to

share their feelings with us. Thus, as teachers, We expand our experiential

worlds on which to base our interpretation of our students and their.

communications, increasing the likelihood of understanding, acceptance, and

more effective communication. A trainee's ability'and willingness to be

open with students will encourage students to communicate openly and honestly

with them, with their peers, and with all others with whom they interact.

*Active listening exercises are Rrovided In Appendix C; however, for
additional instructional strategies, the-readft should refer to Sprinthall
(1982), Rogers (1970), Cooper (1981), Guerney (1977), and Egan (1977).
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While honest communication is facilitated by self -disclosure; teacher-

trainees should be, prepared to recognize and facilitate appropriate disclosure

behiivior. Specifically, they should understand and instruct students that

disclosures should be (a) appropriate to the situation and to the relationship,

and (b) presented only in settings of good will and trust. Because there is

risk involved in the sharing process, an atmosphere of warmth and trust

must be developed to encourage inforMation sharing (e.g., sharing' attitudes,

opinions, interests, perceptions, likes and dislikes, fears, anxieties, etc.).

Teacher-trainees (and students alike) must recognize each dontrols when,

what, how much, and to, whom to disclose. Again, information about the self

should be disclosed in contexts appropriate to both the situation and the

relationship.

Gibb's (1961) research provides suggestions to help alleviate defpnsive

listening behaviors. He reiterates the need for sensitive, active and

holiest communication. More specifically, he recommends supportive communi-

cation behaviors which include: (a) a problem-solving orientation, in

which teacher and students collaborate on seeking solutions to problems;

(b) genuine requests for information, rather than implying students change

behaviors; (c) spontaneity--honest, and straight-forward communication;

and (d) empathy and equality--willingness to share feelings and exhibit

1
trust and respect for students, placing little importance on differences in

abilities.

6

iFurther support for implementing supportive communication behaviors

has been noted by Andersen, Norton and Nussbaum (198T): teachers who are

perceived a-(:possessing a more positive communicator style (i.e., general
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verbal and nonverbal style), more interpersonal solidarity psycho-

logical and physical closeness), and more immediacy (i.e., closeness

communicated through nonverbal behaviors) with students also are perceived

more positively.*

In addition,'with these competencies, the teacher-trainees should be

able to design more effective, cooperative learning environments_ for students.

In a study examining the effects of utilizing cooperative, competitive, and

individualistic learning strategies, Johnson et al. (1981) noted "strong

evidence for the superiority of cooperation in promoting, achievement and

productivity" and suggested that

given the general dissatisfaction with the level of competence
achieved by students in the public school system, . . .

educators may wish to increase considerably the use of cooperative
learning procedures in order to promote higher student achievement"
(p. 25).

Xooperptive learning environments are created through small group problem-

solving sessions in which students work together in arriving at conclusions.

By using supportive communication behaviors--social sensitivity, active

listening, and honest communication--in the design of learning activities

teacher-trainees similarly will be modeling appropriate communication behaviors,

enhancing their own and their students' competence and comfort in communi-

cation situations.

In the next section, specific programmatic suggestions are prov'ided to

prepare teacher-trainees for their roles is classroom communicators.

*For additional details and strategies for promoting openness,
empathy, - active listening, and conflict resolution, see the modules
Consultation Skills by Meyers, 1982, and Counseling Skills for Classroom
Teachers by Sprinthall, 1982.
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Implications for Instruction

Communication behaviOrs within and across all functions of

communication (controlling, informing, expressing feelings, ritualizing,

and imagining) can be improved. Recommendations from the Speech.

Communication Association's (SCA) Report on developing communication

competence included the following strategies which can be incorporated

into all teacher-training programs: 0
1. Inventory the trainee's repertoire of communication acts and

work to expand those repertoires; that is, identify and

assess the trainee's skill areas (e.g., presenting information,

leading and facilitating 'group discussions, asking and

responding to OVstions, presenting and defending arguments,

resolving conflicts, etc.)..

2 Enhance tht trainee's ability to critically select appropriate

strategies from the repertoire. Understanding the communication

process, the context of thd interaction, and the audience should
I)

guide the trainee in making appr:opriate selection decisions.

3. Provide opportunitiecs for the trainee to practice the strategies

selected. Time should be designated within the teacher-trainee's

program for practicing communication skills--with peers, superiors,

and students.

4. Provide opportunities for the trainee to evaluate the effectiveness

of communication performance, preferably with the assistance of

videotape feedback.
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These recommendations, integrated with those suggested for

enhancing self-Concept as a communicator (Del Polito, 1976), provide'

the following.methodology for improving the communication competencies

of teacher-trainees. Similarly, this approach can and should be

,incorporated by trainees for use with their students.

1. Conduct Realistic, Objective Evaluations of Communication

Behaviors: Accurate, objective feedback which considers

knowledge and abilities in communication as well as content

expertise should be sought from competent sources (a) to

understand one's true strengths and,weaknesses, (b) to

4accept those strengths and weaknesses, and (c) to modify

behaviors to achieve desired competence. With the assistance

. of expert communicators (perhaps through alliances with

departments/schools of communication/speech), current

repertoirei of communication acts (across functions) of the

teacher-trainees can be inventoried and assessed. Personal

goals could then be designed in consultation with the trainee

to expand his/her repertoire Where desired.

2. Establish Realistic Communication Goals: Recognizing the extent

of the trainee's repertoire and the skills yet to be developed,

again, with the assistance o a communication expert, the

trainee should identify an area which he/she wishes to improve

and design goals which are meaningful, challenging, attainable

(neither too high, nor too low), and clearly defined.
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To maximize success in expanding the trainee's repertoire in

a particular communication mode (e.g., asking questions, story-telling,

leading small-group'discussions), the strategies s6letted Should be

planned, practiced, and evaluated across content area . Feedback

obtained from instructor and classmates can be most h 1pful if provided

in an atmosphere of trust and in a spirit of assisting the "performer"

to improve skills (related to both content expertise and communication

competence). In addition, teacher-training programs should include

videotaped playbacks of presentations/interactions in conjunction with

audience"feedback. The videotape proves to be an excellent tool for

allowing the communicator to observe the product of the planned strategies

And to make decisions for modifying future behaviors. Again, consultation

with colleagues in communication should be sought to design appropriate

strategies for presentation format as well as for oral and written

evaluations, while recognizing the limitations and idiosyncracies of the media.

3. Concentrate on Improving Communication Competencies, Not Perfection:

Striving for perfection increaseS'the opportunities for the communicator to

experience failure in not achieving the "perfection" goal. It is critical,

therefdre, for trainees to focus on strategies which would help them to

improve, not become "perfect." This does not suggest avoiding failure at

all costs, but rather, to learn from mistakes, and concentrate on modifying

behaviors to improve the communication transaction.

4. Identify, Accept, and Promote Personal Communication Strengths:

"Positive self-evaluation in the form of verbal reinforcements" is positively

related to an enhanced self-concept (Del Polito, )977).- Once identified,

strengths should be accepted and praised. While self-praise is equated
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often with braggarts and societal taboos, unless trainees can accept

themselves and their strengths as communicator's, as well as in their

other roles (e.g.', as sibling, dancer, Mathematician), the less likely

they accept Vire-Trstudents and thei-r-strengths;limiting

the chances for truly effective communication. Often, too, teacher

trainees diminish. their true accomplishments in communication and, there-

fore, do not learn from them or expand. their repertoires in the skill area.

5.. Accept and Promote Others' Strengths and Help Others to Accept

and Praise Themselves: This last recommendation repeats the need

to assist others in recognizing and accepting themselves--as persons and

as communicators. Praise, in all cases, must be accurate andrealistic

and focused on specific behaviors in the context of the situation.
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.These recommendations emphasize the need to evaluate continually

the effectiveness, of the strategies employed in each communication

transaction, whether in a telephone conversation with a parent, a lecture

pY-eSent-Zrfor-11W-fiftWtti-trIM and third year-in a-row-,--a-conference

reprimanding a student for cheating on a test, or a class discussion.

For those communication transactions for which planning can occur, a

conscious effort in the design of the communication is recommended,

particularly for the teacher-in-training.

Selecting appropriate strategies and discussing them in a "strategy

paper" focuses the trainee's attention on the rationale for all details

of the communicatioloct, and can be incorporated into daily activities

by both teacher-trainees and their students. The quest ions which follow

can be applied to any communication event. Basically, the commuhicator's

concern should focus on the receiver, adapting the message to his/her

/ experiential world. All aspects of the messagecommunicator style,

organization, supporting data, nonverbal cues, et cetera--should be

adapted to the receiver(s), and appropriate for the purpose and ontext

(Fof the situation (Del Polito, 1976).
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Recommended Strategy Questions:
6

1. Why is this topic relevant for my presentation/interview/discussion?
2. What qualifications do I have to present/discuss this topic?
3. Hovi will I organize this presentationiinterviewidiscussibn? Why

is this the-best organizational pattern?
4. What are the main points I plan to stress? Why?
5. What t es of information should I use to support my position and

best fu fill my purpose? (Examples, Statistics, Referenced Quotes,
etc.)

6. How will I introduce my topic? Why this particular approach?
7. How will I involve my-audience (of one or more persons)? What

strategies can I use to adapt to their needs, interests, values,
and motivations? Why this approach?

8. Now will I conclude? Why this approach?

A brief, topical outline can be included to emphasize the importance of

an organized, clear message, as well as to help evaluate the approach.

Similarly, evaluating the communication event in written form directs

the communicator's attention on what actually occurred. In many.cases, if

the transaction was less than desired, the individual would prefer to forget

it, rather than focusing on the specific strategies which were and were not

effective in accomplishing the desired goal, The suggested questions listed

below should be answered follo4ing any communication act. -If both Strategy

and Evaluation Responses are written, a clearer assessment of the trainee's

progress can be maintained.

r

Recommended Evaluation Questions:

1. How well did I follow through on my strategy.?
2. Was my strategy effective?
3. What went wrong?
4. What went right?
5. What do I need to concentrate on for next time? '
6. What can I do to improve my next similar presentation/interaction and

insure a more effective communication transaction?
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In addition to,the above recommendations, instrqctor 'guidelines to

enhance students' concepts of themselves in the classropm setting are

included in Appendix A, with an accompanying evaluatior form. These

guidelines, based on relevant theoretical and experimental literature,

should assist the teacher-trainee in "designing an effective classroom

communication environment. By incorporating these strategies, teacher-

trainees will enhance their students' self-cohcepts, which, in turn, will

impact their classroom communication behavior, their academic achievement,

and their overall satisfaction in the class (Del Polito, 1973).

If students--exceptional and nOnexceptional alike--are to achive

their full potential in our classrooMs, considerable attention should be

given to the teacher-trainee s communication competence, in understanding the

communication process, and in implementing appropriate communication strategies.

While it is not in the purview of this monograph to detail the specifics for

asking questions, presenting lectures, conducting interviews, leading small

group and class discussions, or other communication acts, sample evaluation

forms for a variety of communication activities are included in Appendix. C.

In addition, numerous texts have been written on each of these topics, including

many of the classroom communication references included in the bibliography.
1

Readers are urged, however, to consult with colleagues in their communication/

speech departments on their campuses for resources appropriate to their specific

needs.

Fundamentally, effective classroom communication will facilitate

growth and learning. The ,following guidelines (adapted from Hamacheck, 1971)

reinforce the importance of enhancing self-concept and communication compe-

tencies for teachers in. all areas and at all levels of education.



Understand that we communicate what we are, not just what we say.

We communicate our own self-concepts far more often that we communi-1

cate information (subject matter).

2. Understand that anything we do.or say could significantly change

an individual's attitude about himself/herself for better or for

worse. We must understand the implications of our role as persons

who are important or"significant" to others if we are to utilize

that role properly.

J1

3. Understand that individuals behave in terms ofwhat seems to be true,

which means many.tims communication occurs, not according to what

the facts are, but according to how they are perceived.

4. Be willing to deal with what a message means to different people.

In the truest sense of the word, we must be willing to deal with

the interpretation of a subject as we are to deal with the infor-

mats on about it.

5. Understand that we are not likely to get results simply by telling'

someone he/she is worthy. Rather, we imply it through trust and

the establishment of an atmosphere of mutual respect. One good

way to start is to take time to listen to what others have to say

and to use their ideas when possible.
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6. Understand that pehavior which is distant, cold, and rejecting is

far less likely to enhance self-concept or communication than

behavior which is warm, accepting, and discriminating.

Be willing to be flexible in your communication with others.
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APPENDIX A

Publications (reproduced with permission) are included which

support and expand the knowledge base relevant to enhancing

teacher communication competence in the classroom. They also

should rovide stimulus material for student discussions.

Del Polito, C. M. "Persons with Conditions:
Implications of Defining the Unexpected A
paper presented at the Eastern Communication Association
Conference, April, 1982.

Vogel, R. A. and Fetzu, R. "Improving Classroom Communication
Options for the Teacher: A Cooperative Approach." Communication
Education, 1982, 31, 33-38.

Del Polito, C. M. Self-Concept Enhancement and Evaluation:
Instructor Guidelines and Evaluation Form from "Teacher
Communication in the Classroom: 'Effects on Student Self-
Concept." ERIC Document ED 184 148, February, 1980.

Effective communication strategies for'use with persons who
have handicapping conditions frdhi Action Through Advocacy.
Research and Training Center in Mental Retardation, Texas
Teth University, 1980.

Listener Responses
Nonverbal Conmunication
Communicating with a Mentally Retarded Person
Communicating with a Hearing Impaired Person
Communicating with a Visually Impaired Person
Commuqicating with a Physically Handicapped Person
Communicating with Developmentally Disabled People

t,
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PERSONS WITH HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS:
IMPLICATIONS OF DEFINING THE UNEXPECTED MINORITY

by

Carolyn M. Del Polito, Ph.D.
American Society of Allied Health Professions

Estimates vary; ,however, the American CLlition of Citizens with

Disabilities reports disabilities affect 36 million Americans, i.e., one

out of every six people in the United States has some kind of physical

or mental impairment. According to surveys reviewed in 1980 by Ferron,

nearly 50 percent of the U.S. adult population under the age of 65 reported

the presence of a chronic condition; of these, 30 percent were limited in

the kind or amount of work they could perform, and,therefore, would be

classified as "disabled" (Krute and Brudelte, 1980).

Despite the increasing number of persons with disabling conditions,

and despite the prevalence of disabilities across sexual, ethnic and socio-

economic strata, as a group, "disabled persons have been treated differentially"

(Shaver and Curtis,11981, p.1). Although attitudes of Americans toward

persons with disabilities tend to vary depending upon age, education, and

socio-economic status, studies over the past forty years indicate surprising

consistencies. According to Yuker (1981), most people have similar attitudes

toward all persons with disabling conditions regardless of the person's

specific impairment. Further, even though "pore than fifty percent of the

people in the United States publicly express positive attitudes toward

disabled persons, most people perceive handicapped persons as in some way

different and inferior" to able-bodied individuals (p.2-3). The resulting

discrimination has been likened-to the discrimination and oppression imposed

upon racial, ethnic, and other minority groups; limiting the individual's4

*Paper presented at the Annual Meeting. of the Eastern Communication Associa-

tion, Hartford, Connecticut, May 6-8, 1982.
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potential as a participating member of mainstream society (Bogdan and Biklen,

1977; Telford and Sawrey, 1981; Gliedman and Roth, 1981; Shaver and Curtis,

t.

1981).

In 1977, Bogdan and Biklen introduced the concept of "handicapism"

as a paradigm to explain "the social experiencessof those who have previously

been known as mentally ill, mentally retarded, deaf, crippled, alcoholic,

addict, elderly, deformed, deviant, abnormal`,' disabled, and handicapped"

7f-
(p.14). Defin as a "set of assumptions and practices that promote the

l'differentia and unequal treatment of people because of apparent'or assumed

phyairal, mental, or behavioral differences," handicapism has many attributes

in common with racism and sexism (p.14). Handicaplsm, the discrimination of

persons with disabilities, emanates from cognitive and ideological. prejudices

and stereotypes, and is evidenced throughout the organizational structure of

society: in personal interactions, in health and educational policies and

practices, and In the media which represents the larger society.

While "changes in civil rights for blacks and women have preceeded

the social change movement for individuals with handicaps," the 1960's also

saw the emergence of protests of disability rights advocates against the

negligence and abuses of persons with physical and mental handicaps (Mullens,

1979, p. 20). Whereas disabled persons historically were "cared for and

hidden" in restrictive, segregated, and costly institutions,

litigation (e.g., Pennhurst in Pennsylvania and Wilow6rook in New York)

forced a reexamination of societal attitudes and treatment toward pefsons

%ith disabilities. Coalitions have since formed, promoting greater autonomy

and personal decision making for disabled individuals. The independent living

and deinstituti9nalization movements are good examples of concerted efforts

6
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to gain legal rights.for children, youth, and adults with handicapping

conditions (Joe and Rogers, 1981).

Through legislative, judicial, and executive actions, issues such

as human dignity, right to individualized treatment, and provision of services

in the least restrictive environment have been reinforced. However, the

movement toward full physical and social integration of persons with dis-

abilities into tainstream society has been limited. Five years after the

- Bogdan/and Biklen article, handicapism prevails. Persons with handicapping

conditions still are prevented from full access to society: in physical

accommodations, in education, in employment, and in relationships.

Whether we are disabled or able-bodied educators, policymakers, or

practitioners, as persons concerned with interpersonal, public, and mediated

communication, we particularly need to be aware of how handicapism influences

each of us, just as racism,.sexism, ageism, and other negative attitudes

influence us and our communication with and behavior toward others.

While a number of publications have been written on issues related

to "handicapism," this paper will attempt to provide a basis for further

exploration into the scope of discriminatory practices resulting from societal

"definitions" of persons who have disabling conditions. More specifically,

the purpose of this paper is to provide a glimpse of the impact of the

differential and unequal treatment imposed on persons with disabilities by

(1) examining the pejorative attitudes obtained in society toward - persons

defined as "handicapped," and (2) identifying the images, symbols, and

terminology which help perpetuate these attitudes. Throughout, the implica-

tions of defining and categorizing persons with handicapping conditions, as

reflected in interpersonal relationships, in media presentations, in language,
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and in the organized structure of the health and education poliqies, will be

examined.

As we review the myths and stereotypes influencing'our attitudes

about persons with disabilities, a

handicapping conditions repeatedly

major model in defining persons with

emerges, i.e.,'the medical model of

disease. In their powerful book, The Unexpected Minority: Handicapped

Children in America, Gliedman and Roth (1980) provide a detailed account

of how our perceptions of--and interactions with--persons with disabilities

are conditioned by society's definition of a "handicap" as "disease" (pp. 18-27).

As the authors note:

In a first encounter the knowledge or perception that a person
is handicapped is among the most important clues that we can
obtain about his character. Indeed, many instances the sudden
discovery that the person' is or, is not handicapped suffices to
transform our perception of his social persona completely (p.19).

As all too many disabled persons will confi, they are defined by

their visible (or invisible) impairment. "Unlike temporary injuries, a

handicap is considered by others to be integral 'essential' - -to the handicapped

person's social being" (Gliedman and,Roth, p. 20). The person will be-treated

differently and will be expected to behave differently as well. Even wIth an

invisible impairment (e.g., epilepsy, heart probleis, or mild retardation),

the person is labeled with a stigma, "an undesired differentness," and finds

him or herself at a distinct social disadvantage (Coffman, 1963).

In reporting major research findings related to the nonverbal communi-

cation patterns of children with learning disabilities, Lieb-Brilhart (1982)

supports this contention. Peers, strangers, as well as parents and teachers

were found to perceive the social b havior of learning disabled youngsters
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negatively and,-in the case of teachers, react differently to youngsters

with learning disabilities than to their non-disabled peers.

The scenario is not difficult to visualize. Differences in the

person's interaction style is perceived as "deviant," or as possessing

"inappropriate" verbal and nonverbal cues. An able-bodied individual with

limited personal experiences with disabilities interprets these cues to mean

less credibility and less competency, compounding misunderstandings, and

confirming the disabled person's non-identity.

This learned inferiority and the "stigma" attributed to the disabled

person reinforces negative self-perceptiodg, further affecting the bearer's

ability to communicate, and "to assume virtually any positive social persona"

or "normal social functions" (Gliedman and Roth, p. 23). Documenting his own

encounter with chronic illness, Zola (1982b) reiterates the impact of being

defined by one's handicap (i.e., always considered incapable of normal

function because of one's impairment).

Thus, once diagnosed (i.e., labelled and categorized) as having an

impairment, a treatment model is prescribed and accepted by all--patient,

family, and service providers. Reactions and interactions with the "diseased"

person becotreatment-oriented, focusing only on the impairment--the

paralyzed legi the learning disability--with little concern for the person

who "owns" the paralyzed leg or the learning problem.

Dependency, a

moted by the "disease"

a physical handicap:

stereotypical, but logical outcome, similarly is pro-

model. Zola (1982b) summarizes a personal reaction to

Infantilization is the process, invalidation is the result.

Being sick calls forth in, feelings, behavior au4 even treatment,

a state of dependency most characteristic of children., When

the temporary acute state-becomes-permanent, then too, unfor-

tunAtely, do the child-like qualities inherent in the role

(pP12-13).
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The stigma of non-identity, or what Zola refers to as "invalidation"

of persons with disabilies,also.contributes to the stereotype which defines

handicap as deviant (Gliedman and Roth, 1980; Joe and Rogers, 1981; Yuker,

1981). The segregation and exclusion from the mainstream of society appears

justified since the deviancy must b caused by a "sickness" or "disease."

In fact, attempts by disabled persons to assert and establish their social

abilities in mainstream society are perceived often as "symptoms of maladjust-

ment" (Gliedman and Rbth, 1980, p. 41).

0

In other situations, when the person's impairment does not actually

limit his or her ability to function, the opposite stereotype occurs: the

person with a disabling condition achieves outstanding success in some aspect

of life and is perceived unrealistically as either "superhuman," or as

Gliedman and-.Roth (1 80} maintain, no longer handicapped.

. . . our ap rently objective perceptions of handicaps as
socially incapacitating biological conditions arethe per-
ceptual products of a prior--and unconscious--social construction.
Only when our tacit social grammar decrees that the disability
is a stigma of deviance do we see -a handicapping condition.
But the moment that our social grammar decrees otherwise,
either because of conspicuous success or because of'some
combination of social role and setting, we cease to perceive
a handicapping condition ( Gliedman. and Roth, 1980, p. 30).

These stereotypes are reiterated continually in the print and non-

print media--from pre-school publications and comic.books to newspaper

accounts and horror films. Media reflect, reinforce, as well as help formu-

late individuals' behaviors and attitudes towards others with physical,

intellectual, or psychological handicaps.

In reviewing the impact, of newspapers and television on a person's

attitudes toward individuals with disabling condition;, Yuker (1980) reinforces
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our general knowledge about media effects, notably: "stereotyped" images of

handicapped persons result from what people have read or seen in the media;

whereas, those individuals with extended personal experiences with "disabilities"

base their beliefs on those experiences, rather than on media' reports (p.5).

Results consistent with Yuker's 1981 review were reported both by

Donaldson (1980) and Biklen and Bogdan (1978). Biklen and Bogdan surveyed a

range of classic literature and contemporary media and concluded: while "few

Wks and films treat disabilities sensitively and accurately, most do not"

(p.5). The stereotypes documented by both reviews reflect those perceptions

held by individuals with seemingly limited contact and interactions with

disabled persons. The images portrayed are generally stereotypical, just as

they are with ethnic or other minority groups. As manifestations Of handi-
-

capism,'thev stereotypes not only reinforce society -'s oppression of minority

groups, but also tend to (a) reinforce one another as stereotypes; (b) promote

opposing concepts--e.g., persons with disabilities are seen'as "asexual" on

one hand, and as' "insatiable 'sex degenerates'" on the other'; and (c) distort

reality. As Biklenand Bogdan (1978) suggest, "most limitations associated

with being disabled derive from society's response to disability," rather

than the actual limitation encountered by the impairment (p.5).

While guidelines have been developed for writers, editors, book

reviewers and other media developers to assure persons\with disabilities are

represented positively and fairly (see Appendices A and B), little change has

been noted in actual media presentations. The stereotypes identified blp

Yuker in 1981 differ little from those found in the Biklen and Bogdan 1978

survey - -both reflect handicapping conditions equated with the medical model

of disease discussed earlier. Yuker's 1981 study showed persons with
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disabilities (1) abnormally bad and repugnant, and therefore, estentially

evil (i.e. diseased); (2) idealized and abnormally good, leading to unrealistic

and abnormally high expectations of the individual (i.e., superhuman);

(3) primarily dependent on others, requiring "special attention, special

facilities, and special support," with little emphasis on the person's

ability to cope or to make positive contributions to society;.(i.e., dependent

and dehumanized); and (4) deviant and strange, and "bizarre and anti-social"

(again, deviant).

Note the similarities with the list of stereotypes identified by

Biklen and Bogdim (1978), where disabled persons Are depicted as: (1) pitiable

and pathetic; (2) helpless and dependent--objects of.violence; (3) sinister

and/or evil; (4) superhuman; (5) biter, self-pitiers; (b) dependent burdens;

(7) comics--laughable, "Mr. Magoo"types; (8) atmosphere--newsdealers or

0 blind musicians; and (9) non4tetual or sex starved (pp. 4-9).

Perhaps most damaging in both studies has been the presentation of

as central to the plot or the character's role, reinforcing the

disabled person's inability to participate fully in everyday life, the non-

identity stereotype prevalent in American culture, even among the helping
477AP

professions.

As Dunn (1980) recounts in "The Drummer I Must March To," a bio

graphical theatrical production written during the onset of her blindness,

No one seems to be concerned about what I will do-with
'my life. As though now I have an excuse for not giving
or sharing or searchihg for purpose in life., Is being
blind what I am "to do?"'

Suddenly I'm different, not Susan anymore, . . .

Suddenly my friends perceive me as a crystal doll
Too delicate, too fragile to be touched.
Afraid they may upset me; they step back,
Choose words with care;
And put me on the shelf_I hate so much.

67
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I'm still me looking out,
But what do they see. looking in? . . .

Are they blind, why can't they see me?
Must blindness alwayt come before my name? . .

I am not a blind- perfon; I am a person who happens
to be blind (pp. 16-n).

Similarities between the prejudicial attitudes toward persons with

disabilities and other ethnic and minority groups increase as the medical

model of "disease"' is explored with its discriminatory stigmas of non-

identity, dependency, deviancy, and even the unrealistic expectations of

superhuman qualities.' In denying "full status tcl those it wishes to ignore--

its minorities, As youth, its women, its elderly--society diminishes then;

as persons, and having placed them in this aiminished.state, it can more

safely deal with them as helpless" (Zola, 1982b, p.14

Emphasizing the differences between the dis imination of blacks and

the discrimination of disablO persons,' however, Gliedman and Roth (1980)

state:

In some ways the handicapped are better off: they meet no

organized brutality, no lynch-mob "justice," no Ku Klux

Klan rallies. But in other ways the handicapped are sur-

prisingly, much worse off. There is the matter of pride,
for .example; blacks can, do, and should be proud of their

skin color and not want to change it; but no one argues

that mental retardation is good, that blindness is beautiful,

r that doctors should stop research into the causes and cures

of cerebral palsy (p.23).

To qounteract both the social construction of stereotypes and

their media reinforcprg, advo in the disability rights movement have

focused to a great extent on rhe effect of language on people's perceptions

(able-bodied and disabled alike),. and., therefore, on attitudes of persols

with handicapping conditions.

6
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Visualize the difference between a person confined to a
wheelchair compared to a person who uses-a wheelchair. -
Confinement implies "restriction," or "imprisonment" or
"restraint" where use signifiej "control for a purpose"
or "extension of ability." In a similar fashion, conjure
the image of a person "suffering" from epilepsy rather than
subtler words such as experiences seizures (Mullens, 1979,
p: 20)v

As communication professionals, we readily recognize the impact of

*

language on an individual's understanding of and reaction to new and "different"

stimuli. The language-used to discuss and describe persons with disabilities

and their handicapping conditions many times includes unwanted generalizations,

particularly With categories oAandicapping conditions. "Speaking of people

as 'the handicapped' or 'the disablee,implies.a monolithic group . . .

The use of categorical labels has several negative outcomes, but one of the

most derogatory practices Is to Make those descriptors into nouns," (e.g., F

LD's, epileptics, CP's, trainables, and wheelchair people), therefore equating

devalUation with individual dIfferenCes (Mullens, 1979, p. 21).

Similarly, respect (or-lack of respect) for persons with handicapping

.conditions is communicated through the labels, symbols, and images we use

for depicting relationships among persons with and without handicaps.

"Rather than doing for or to a person with handicaps, the emphasis of

interaction should be on mutual inter ction" and on the benefit of "open,

respectfUl" encounters among indikridua with varying physical, mental, and

social abilities and characteristics (Mullens, 1979, p.23).

FoAlsing specifically on labels, the Council on Interacial Books for

Children (CIBC) urges avoidance of "all terms that dehumanize or objectify

disabled persons, all terms that characterize disabled persons as dependent

or pitiable, all terms that perpetuate the myth that disabled persons are

incapable of participating in the life of a community" (Biklen and Bogdan,

1978, p.8).

r
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As can be anticipated, controv

11

regarding acceptable terms exists

'even among the advocates for persons with disabilities. While "handicap"

is rejected generally because of its historic connotations of beggars who

held "cap in hand," it still appears consistently in legislation designed to

protect individuals against discrimination and provide them with appropriate

health and education services. For a numbet of years now, the term exceptional

has been.favored by some advocacy gro s; for others, however, it is con-

sidereda euphemism (p.8). In pass

lature prohibits labeling of any kind.

Chapter 766, the Massachusetts legis-

/

Children with disabilities in Massachusetts are henceforth
to be identified only as "children -with.special needs."

The Massachusetts law *s coggidered.to be progressive,
but there is some criticism thit it gives legitimacy to a
phrase that emphasizes a person's "neediness" (Biklen & Bogdan,
1978', p.8).

1 "Disability" and "impairment," also used extensively, add to the

definitiIal dilemma, particularly when one considers health and education

services for persons with disabilities and compensationfor provision of

services are tied to local, state,-and federal, finitions. As for others

in our culture, policymekers are affected not only by advocacy groups, but

also by intertwining connotative and denotative met/flings which have evolved

over years of prejudice and handicapism. Thus, while "defining" persons

with handicapping conditions has ethical implications relevant to the pro-

motion of values and attitudes, ttie prwess and outcomes of defining also

present economic and political implications relevant to society as a whole.

Confusing matters further are the number of denotative definitions ^

4 4

Which exist for "disability," "handicap," "exceptional," "impairment," and

other terms used to,classify the growing numbers of persons requiring special

services.` AccordingAccording to Joe and Rogers (1981),

7c)
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There .are at least forty separate public and private
disability compensation systems available to American
workers and their families. Within the federal, govern-
ment alone, there are twenty-three different definitions
of dis.ibility corresponding to various federal programs,
each serving a particular clientele in a particular way
(p.15).

bi

Whereas, the Veterans Administration utilizes a strip medical definition

for reimbursing a "disability," the disability insurance program (Title II

of the Social Security Act) uses "extent of ability to engage in 'substantial

gainful activity.'" A means test is attached to this definitionr-for Title XVI

of the Social Security Act, which provides supplemental security income (SSI)

for disabled per4ons and their families. "Different eligibility rules and

benefit structures in each of these and other programs stem from the very

different underlying philosophies and goals of each" (Joe and Rogers, 1981,

p.15).

With the enactment of The Education for All Handicapped Children Act

of 1975 (Public Law 94-142), mandating the provision of free and appropriate

educational services for all handicapped children and youth between the ages

of 3 and 21, the attention of state educational agencies, as well as parents

and advocates has focused on the federal definition of "handicapping condition."

Again, compensation for the provision of educational services, including
4

4

related health services, is determined by the number of'children and youth

classified as "handicapped."

With few other options, PL 94-142 defines "handicapped" children by

categories: ". . . mentally retarded, hard of hearing, deaf, speech impaired,

visually handicapped, 'seriobsly emotionally disturbed, orthopedically impaired,

other health impaired, deaf-blind, Multi-handicapped, or having specific

learning disabilities, who because of these impairments need special education
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and related services." This deflinition extends the definition included in

1

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 which guarantees the civil

rights of persons with physical and mentaldisabilities. In this Congressional

Act, a handicapped person is defined as ". . any person who has a physical

or mental impairment which substantially limits one or more major life

activities, has a record of such impairment, or'is regarded as having such

an impairment." (See Birch in this series for specific definitions.)

In the regulation of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1976
4

(PL 94-482), persons with handicapping conditions are classified similarly

to PL 94-142, with the addition that these children and youth "cannot succeed

in the regular vocational education program without special educational

assiatantre;/(cr requires a modified vocational educational program." For

educational purposes, therefore, "handicapped" refers to any individual

diagnosed as having one of the disabilities identified above, who "because

of the limits imposed by the condition, needs special help in regular or

vocational education" (Birch, 1981, p.51).

A good differentiation among the terms impairment, disability and

handicap is provided by Stevens (1962): whereas an impairment refers to thee,

physical, -
mental, or psychological problem itself, a disability refers to

the limited function or behavior directly or indirectly dependent upon the

impairment. For example, an impaired hand (severed nerves or absence of

fingers) would result in a similar disability (i.e., lack of digital dexterity

with limitations in writing or typing) which may .Or may not result in a

tandicapfor the individual. (As Birch (1981) notes:

A handicap is measured by the extent to which an impairment,

a disability, or both get in the way of normal living,

including acquiring an education. Handicap is highly personal,
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for it is the name for an individual's own reactions
to the presence of an impairment or disability. The
central concept of handicap is this: It consists of the

individual's ability to live with that interpretation.
Many peRple ha've impairments and disability s. Only some
people eLake handicapped because of them (p.40),

Birch (1981) maintains 'that special educators have moved away from labelling

and their "preoccupation" with categories (p.45). The majority of special

education textbooks published since 1976 also support the contention.

Categorization and label -ling according to medical diagnoses (e.g.,

emotionally disturbed, blind, etc.), however, continue to predominate both

the pol,icymakers' definitions and the regular classroom teacher's

perspective, posing additional constraints for children and youth and their

adult counterparts with handicapping conditiont.. As Joe and Rogers (1981)

aptly clarify, individuals may "possess more than one type of disability--

or perhaps, a constellation of partial disabilities which do not fall into

any discrete class. Categorization based solely on . . . medical labels

reflects a linear way of thinking," forcing a focus on deficiencies rather

than strengths (p.20).

As identified previously with regard to societal stereotyping, the

implications of retaining monolithic classifications for persons with varying

disabilities are extensive:

'Compensatory skills are thus not developed, leading to
segregation, fruStration,- economic dependency, loss of
selfesteem and motivation. Social expectations tend to
reinforce poor performance of disabled persons, and
ordinary achievements come Ap be viewed as the exception,
not the rule (Joe and Rogers, 1981, p.21).

Birch (1981) reiterates the crucial need for all persons to "think

of exceptional children not in terms of diagnostic categories but instead

in terms of the actual assistance needed.to attain success"--including

73
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development of communication and mobility skills-(p.46). This perspective

410,-

of defining persons with-disabilities according to their functional perform-
,

ance is reiterated consistently by advocates in the disability rights movement.

A particularly persuasive model is offered by Joe and Rogers (1981) who expand

this definition and assert the need to "redefine" disability as a societal
21""

problem; i.e., disability is "the sum total of physical, social and economic

limitations which an individual suffers as the consequenCe of the interaction

between himself and his environment" (p.18).

Policies based on this definition would systematically take
into account personal adaptations to the handicap, available
environmental and/or technological supports, changes over time
with age, attitude and motivation, and a variety of possible
roles that might be filled in a given profession, thereby
reducing the tendency to stereotype all handicapped persons
(Joe and Rogers, 1981, p.20).

A definition which takes into account the person's functional abilities

in relationship to his or her environment implies new and important per

spectives for persons with disabilities in terms of-treatment, service

delivery, and compensation for the impairment, and in terms of daily.inter-

actions with others in the environment. There are also broad implications

for those providing health and education services as well as for those

establishi policies for service provision and compensation/reimbursement.

The ripple of such definitions compound as we reflect on society through

our familial, social, and educational institutions, and particularly in

communication, where our focus is on message development, interpretation,

and impact--whether for intrapersonal, interpersonal, small group, public,

or mediated communication situations.

The preceding pages obviously have provided only a glimpse of the

social and attitudinal constraints perpetrated on persons defined as

74
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"handicapped." While it is not within the scope of this paper to derail

lists of the implications of defining the unexpected minority, hopefully,

this review will stimulate my colleagues in communication--many temporarily

able-bodied--to reexamine their own attitudes, look beyond the stigmas,

and consider the extensive ramificationS of "handidapism" for the teacher,

researcher, and practitioner in communication. By allowing ourselves to

become involved in examining, researching, and tpaching issues relevant to

the needs and rights of persons with handicapping conditions--both in terms

of process (i.e., interacting with persons with disabilities, in and outside

the classroom) and in terms of content (e.g., language and semantics, attitude

change, media effects, and any of the numerous variables which influence the

development and presentation of self in initiating, maintaining, and pro-

moting interpersonal relationships with others--disabled and able-bodied

alike)--we will help to ensure that all persons obtain their due rights as

citiiens with full access to mainstream society.

4
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Appendix A

Guidelines for the Representation of Exceptional
Persons in Educational Material

To assure persons with exceptionalities are represented positively
and fairly, in print and nonprint educational materials, The Council for

*Exceptional Children in consortium with the National Center on Educational
Media and Materials for the Handicapped and the University of Pittsburgh
developed the following guidelines. For further clarification, see June B.
Mullens, "Making Language Work to Eliminate Handicapism," Education Unlimited,
June 1979, pp. 20p.

Guideline 1: In paint and nonpnint educationat mateniatz,
-ten percent o6 the contents zhoutd ,

inctude OA AepAezent chadAeniok aduttz
with an exceptionatity.

Guideline 2: Reptezentation o6 pens and with exceptionatitiez
4houtd be inctuded in mateAiats at at tevetz
(eaAty childhood thnough adult) and in att
areas o6 'study 'such az:

Guideline 3:

Guideline 4:

Guideline

Guideline

Guideline

Guideline

Guideline

Careen Education Mathematicz
Guidance Phyzicat Education
Heath Studied Science
Language Ants Sociat Studiez
Vocationa Education

The tepAezentation o6 peAzonz with exceptionatitiez
'scute( be accuitate and 6Aee 6/tom ztetteotypez.

Pend and with exceptionatitiez 's hooted be zhown in the
AeztAictive envitonment: They 's hawed be zhown
paAticipating\in activitie4 n a manner that witt
inctude them ad pant o6 'society.

5: In dezctibing peAzonz with exceptionatitiez, the
Language used zhoutd be nondizotiminatoty and Piee
6AOM value Judgement's.

6: PeAsonz with exceptionatitiez and peAzonz without
'exceptionatiti.es zhoutd be 'shown intenacting in.
way's that ake.mutuatty benecclat,

i

,atetiatz 'should puvide a variety a6 appAopAiate
node modetz o6 peAzonz with exceptionatitiez.

8: Empha4i4 'showed be on uniduene44 and worth o6 all

peAzonz, rather than on the ditietencez bet tteen

peAzonz with and without exceptionatitiez.

9: Takenizm 'showed be avaided-in the tepuzentation
oti peAzonz with7exceptionatitiez.



Appendix B

Avoiding Handicapist Stereotypes:

GUIDELINES FOR WRITERS,
EDITORS AND BOOK REVIEWERS

The guidelines below were prepared by the Center on Human Policy,
the center for Independent Living in Berkeley, Disabled in Action of
Metropolitan New York and the Council on Interracial Books for Children.
They are offered as suggestions to assist authors, editors, reviewers and
readers in counteracting the common stereotypes about disabled people
that are outlined in the article, "Media Portrayals of Disabled People:
A Study in Stereotypes," by Douglas Biklen and Robert Bogdan, Interracial
Books (Bulletin for Children, Vol. 8, #6 & 7, P.4-9).

Shun one-dimensional characterizations of disabled persons.
Portray people with disabilities as having Individual and
complex personalities and capable of a full range of tiiipotions.
Avoid depicting disabled persons only in the'role of
receiving; show disabled people interacting as equals and
giving as well as receiving. Too'often the person with a
disability is presented solely as the recipient of pity.
Avoid presenting physical characteristics of any kind as
determining factors of personality. Be especially cautious
about implying a correlation between disability and evil.
Refrain from depicting persons with disabilities as objects of
curiosity. It is entirely appropriate to show disabled people
as members of an average population or cast of characters.
Most disabled people are able to pareicipatein all facets
of life and should be depicted in a wide Variety of situations.
A person's disability should not be ridiculed or-made the -
butt of a joke. (Blind people do not mistake fire hydrants
for people or bump into every object in their path, despite the
myth-making of Mr. Magoo.)
Avoid the sensational in depicting disabled people. Be wary

of the stereotype of disabled persons as either the victims or
perpetrators of violence.
Refrain from endowing disabled characters with superhuman
attributes. To do so is to imply that a' isabled person must
overcompensate and become super-human to win acceptance.
Avoid a Pollyanna-ish plot thai implies a disabled person need
only have "the wil1P and the "right attitude" to succeed. Young

readers need insights into the societal barriers that keep
disabled people from living full lives - systematic discrimination
in employment, education and housing; inaccessible transportation
and buildings; and exorbitant expense for neccessities.
Avoid showing disabled people as non-sexual. Show disabled
people in loving relatidhships and expressing the same sexual
peeds and_ desires as non-disabled people.
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IMPROVING CLASSROOM
COMMUNICATION OPTIONS

FOR THE TEACHER: A CC-
OPERATIVE APPROACH

RATIONALE
There has been in,recent years an impetus in teacher education to focus more on the

importance of oral communication competencies) Within the last several years, for
example, the State of Ohio has mandated a teacher-redesign effort that includes
analysis And evaluation of one's performance skills as they relate to teacher behavior.

Further, the State of Ohio has called for more clinical and field-based experiences.

Besides the student teaching experience, a minimum of one full quarter will now be
required ina variety of clinical urban and suburban or rural settings.2

The initiation of such re-design efforts calls into question the traditional
classroom communication course model; i.e., students enroll in a classroom commu-
nication course where for the most part all experiences/exercisCs are carried out

within the class itself. The student upon successful completion often will have, a

significant time lag before he/she has the opportunity to apply new found
knowledge. This situation is further compounded by the fact that such application is
carried out under the supervision of cooperating teachers and education faculty who

do not share the orientation gained in the classroom communication course.
The special report of teacher educators in speech communication held at the

Memphis Conference stressed a need for communication competencies to be
developed by our academic area for the development of all teacher education
regardless of certification area.3

In Chapter Four of this document, the committee specifically address these

concerns in the areas of measuring teacher competencies, the development of teacher

education, the planning of competency based certification for teachers; and the
Implementation of field experience in teaching educatioti... To achieve these goals

based on the,recommendatims developed ,at this conference, a carefully planned
cooperative approach betvMen departments of Education and Communication
merits serious experimentation.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
This cooperative approach' is still in .the pilot phase. The reasons for the long
start-up time are first, the intricate logistics associated with such an approach; and

second, the formal training of the School of Education faculty band cooperating
teachers who will be responsible for the field/clinical implementation phase of the

course.
The course is designed_ as ...core requirement for all Miami University students in

certification programs, apprzoximately 750 per year. It is to be taken the semester

Robert A. Vogel is Professor of Communication and Theatre, Miami, Oxford, Ohio. Ronald Fetzer is

Assistant Professor of Communication, Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio.

COMMUNICATION EDUCATION Volume 31, January 1982
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prior to the student teaching experience. The conceptual framework is based on
work by Ron R. Allen and Kenneth Brown in which communication options are

studied within the overall context of ccmmunication functions.4 These functions
involve both sending and receiving messages. A person both initiates and responds to
messages according to one or all of these basic communication functions.

1. Controlling. These are communication options in which the participants' domi-
nant function is to control behaor; for example, commanding, offering, suggest-
ing, permitting, threatening, bffgaining, justifying: persuading, and arguing.

2. Feeling. These are communication options which express and respond to feelings
and attitudes; such as, exclaiming, expressing a state or an attitude, taunting,
commiserating, blaming, disagreeing, and rejecting.

3. Informing. These are communication options in which the participants' function
is to offer or seek information; for example,- stating information, questioning,
answering, demonstrating, explaining, and acknowledging.

4. Ritualizing. These are communication options which serve priparily to maintain
social relationships and to facilitate social interaction such as greeting, taking
leave, and taking turns in conversation.

5. Imagining. These are communication options in which the participants are
. placed in imaginary situations that include creative behaviors such as role

playing, fantasizing, or theorizing.5

Still f9llowing Allen's & Brown's formalization the course has four br'oad

objectives:

1. Enlarging the future teacher's repertoire of communication options.
2_ Selecting criteria fof making choices from the repertoire.
3. Implementing the communication options chosen.
4. Evaluating the effectiveness of the communication options employed.6

The course is organized into two major components: mass lecture (90 minutes/
One meeting per week) and lab/field experience (90 minutes/One meeting per
...reek). The mass :ecture portion v+;:ii be taught by the Communication faculty and
the lab/field expsrience will be supervised by the Education faculty. Both compo-
nents are under to direction of the Speech Communication department. Prior to the

institution of the program, Education faculty will have specialized training, and they
sl will attend the mass lectUre portion of the program. The lab/field experience part of

the program will operate in student groups of 15 to 213.7.The mass lecture will
provide theory, demonstration, and practicing professionals. The lab/field experi-

.. ence will take place in field school locations as well as clinical classroom settings on

the campus. It is the goal of the education faculty to visit, observe, and offer
evaluation to each student once during the course calendar. vVhen students meet on.

campus in the clinical setting, they will share with one another, their: field site
experiences under the supervision of an education faculty member. Since each

. student will not have a faculty supervisor present for each field experience, the
cooperating teacher (field site teacher working in the public school) will sign -lab
sheets to verify completion as well as professional evaluation of the college students'

course required field activities. This procedure is necessary to fulfill state require-
ments leading to-teacher certification.

This process, although involved, has specific intent. First, enrblled students will
all have field experiences supervishl by professionals. This supeniision allows for
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professional feedback, shaping the growth and development of communication skills
needed in the teaching profession. When field experiences arc shared in grOup
settings back on the campus, this slme developmental process will be provided
vicariously to thither students in the course. We in the communication field have
long recognized the value of both experience and observation when we have our
students give speeches in class in order to stimulate development of delivery skills.
Equally important as the learning from practice pis the learning about delivery that
comes through he observation of others speaking. Teacher communication skills in
our program design 'will be taught from structured learning experiences in( much the
same way,

PROGRAM CONTENT,
Adapting the

Unit 1.

,

Allen and Brown framework the course is structured as follows:
(15 week semester program-3 credit hours)

Communication in the Classroom: An Overview

Mass Lecture (2 lectures) This unit provides a systemic model of
commuilicatida for the elasisr:y.m. u!acher.7

(1) Introduction of five Communication Functions.
(2) Communication Roles in the Program:

1) Mass Lecturer
2) Lab/field experience Supervisor
3) CO-operating teacher
4) Pre-professional college students

Lab Sessions:
(1) Orientation to lab group/communication inventory (on

campus)
(2) 1st Field site visitorientation to professional environment

Unit

Unit 11'.

V

Nonverbal Communication and the Communication Functioni
The focus of this unit is on the communication model and the five
functions' relationship to space, environment, body language,
paralanguage, and artifacts,

Mass Lecture (2 lectures)
(1) World of Nonverbal in the classroom
(2) Demonstration Videotape/commentary

Lab Sessions: /
(1) 2nd field' site visit:: conduct environmental analysis of

nonverbal communication at work
(2) students s_hate their analysis findings with one another (on

campus)

Ritualizing Function- 4

Mass Lecture (2 lectures) This unit examines the importance of
derstanding,the implications of formal (written) and informal

itten) rules as they, effect enlargement of communication
rs, the selection of communication criteria, the iniplemeit-

'e :, ..,

Y
.3
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tation and evaluation of communi(atioNoptions Thcsc,\vill he
viewed as occurring in relationships between:

.., a) teacherstudent
b) teacherteacher
c) studentstudent

Lab Sessions:
(1.) 3rd fell site visit': record/analyze the interactions and

.accompanying behaviors
(2) students share their findings in small groups (on campus).

, ..

Unit w_ Feeling Function ----,

-..; 1 -.4 4,. Mass Lectures (2' lectures) This unit will-examine how -self
t.

.,., concepts,of teacher will effect the-communication interaction in the,
-)

Classroom. This `will be viewed from the perspectives of: f .
a) teacher=role model

..,, .

b) teachercounselor. ,,

,- A c) teacheriristructor
.4) teacherfacilitator
':e) teacherleader

Lab Sessions:
.. . ,

. (1) 4th field 'site visa. scr.ye professional at work/record =
. roles, behaviCors & interaclionS': '

I '

A....
(2) students share results recorda and a(halyze the communi--

. -cation furictions displayed (on campus)'
. .i

.

f.

cr.

x.4

,

-
Unit V. Informing -,, ,

Mass Lecture (3 lectures) This unit is 'th'e-primary focus of the *

course' and is designed to 'Enhance- public spedking, questioning
techniques, small group discussion, facilitation of learning activi=
i-s:

(1) Pqblic speaking: orgapization/delivery Qttastion/
Aaswer techniques N

(2) Small group, discussion techniques
,(3) Facilitating learning activities: Giving clear directions

Lab Sessions:
(1) 5th field visitteaching a lesSon\pfirr
.(2) 6th field visitfollowing up a lesson plan
(3) students share their experiences mid lesson plans in small

group and fish bowl activities (on campus)

Unit VI. Imagining
Mass Lecture (3 lectures) This unit foc uses on the use of creative
dramatics, story telling, pantomine, improvisation, and puppetry
as meansof developing creative communication skills and behav-
iors that motivatelearning. i

(1) ,preative dramatics: a communication skill
fir (2) Stoty telling: `Use of,verbal strategies

r.

1
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Unit VII.

(3) Pantomine 'improvisation/puppetry: combined use of

verbal and nonverbal strategies
Lab Sessions:

(1) it field vivitdramatizing lesson unit
(2) 8th field visitcreating an imaginative learning experience
(3) students share their experiences and lesson plans in small

group and fishbowl activities (on campus) c

Controlling
Mass Lecture (2 lectures) This unit represents the integration of

the total course. The student will learn how to develop controlling

communication behaviors basil! on. the -integration of titualizing,
feeling, informing, and imagining functions. Controlling functiOns

will be examined from the perspective of the professional teacher's

environment.
(I) The communication process: an integrative model

(2) Controlling communication roles and behaviors: ,
teacher--stu lent
teacherteacher
teacherparent (community)

Lab Sessions:
(1) 9th field record i ng/observation,a controlling commu-

nication function e.g., faculty meeting; parent conference

(2) students sharing their c(perienesiobservation.s/recordings
of the controlling communication experience (on campus).

SUMMARY
In summary, through the united efforts of the departments of Communication and

Teacher Education, this newly developed progNam has broaght about many positive

and productive resiflts:

1. A working iniplementation of the concerns expressed at the NIemphis Conference

on Teacher Education in Speech Communication,;
2. A working academic program that will accortiodate state certification standards

being followed on many four year college carnpuses,

3. An effective use of experiential learning that can be employed as a part of speech

-communication skill training;
4. A professiOnal and academic working relationship between departments of

Communications and Departments of Education in 'an attempt to make the

academic environment of the university serve societal needs.

- A program such as this builds upon what has been established- within the

academic area of speech communication & theatre. By applying basic principles of

public speaking, small .group discussion, interpersonal communication, and creative

dramatics to the unique-)environment of the classroom, students 'seeking teacher

certification will go into the profession with a solid foundation in the basic

communication functions.
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Programs" stated similar conclusiOns.
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National Textbook Comapny, 1976).
sAllen and Brown, pp. 251-252. For further application of these competencies see Barbara Wood, Ed.,
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SELF - CONCEPT ENHANCEMENT AND EVALUATION

Carolyn M. Del Polito, Ph.D.

Instructor4idelines

O
1. Facilitate student - centered learning. Actively assist students to see

themselves as planning, purposing; choosing individuals, responsible and
accountable. Students can grow, flourish, and develop much more readily
when the significant person "projects an inherent trust and belief in
their capacity tq become what they have potential to become" (Hamachek,
1971, p. 202):

I

2. Help students to select experiences which reflect their-own particular
needs, interests, and concerns, provide a challenge, and vet.helpmaximize
success. Not all students will be motivated in the same way r interested
in the same things; the instructor needs to make success mori available in
more different ways.

. .

1. Personalize your teaching. Appear sincere, uncalculating, an attrned to
students as individuals.

!

4. Provide the student with flexible vet definite goals for success.l When
limits are clear, the.individual learns to rely on his/her own judgments'
and interpretations of events and consequences. This is particularly
important for the highly anxious student who requires a structured situation
in which to operate.

5. Highlight the student's specific strengths, assets./ and skills to aid the
student.in sorting our his/her own strengths and weaknesses. The student
needs to know.his/her own capabilities in order to gauge the probability
of success.

6. Alleviate ambiguity, disrespect, and rejection in your interactions with
students.

7. Maintain a classroom atmosphere of warmth and acceptance. The more positive
the students' perceptions of their teacher's feelings toward them, the more
positive their self-image, the better their achievement, and the more
desirable their claSsrOom behavior. In addition, teacher) who like pupils
tend to have pupils whb accept and.like each other.

8. Praise yourself. .Recognize and acknowledge your own strong points-in the.,
presence of your Itudents. Ydurrecognition of your own strong points will
provide an impetus for your students to praisg themselves.

9. Do not prejudge your students. Be honest and accurate lin_your evaluations,
while avoiding comparisons with peers. ,A teacher's expectations for a

1, student's performance is a significant,determinant/of how the student actually
responds.'

\.)
vg.

6



Instructor Guidelines
Page 2

10. Personalize evaluative comments, giving encouragement to students.
Evaluation,, whether oral or written, which is more personal, in which
the evaluator appears to take into consideration every action, attends
to subtleties in behavior and modifies his/her appraisal accordingly,
should have a greater impact on the student's self-concept.

11. Provide students with a continuous, long term exosure to a particular

appraisal. From a credible and personalistic sor.ce, it should have
.profound effects on self-concept.

. Provide classroom experiences for-each student to receive acceptance

from peers.

13. Provide classroom experiences for students to praise others. Persorfs with

high self-eSteem show greater acceptance of others.

14% Help students to evaluate themselves realistically. Evaluation should be

basedon the student's comparison of his/her actual performance with his/

her own personal standards.

15. Urge students 6 concentrate on improvement, rather than perfection.

16. Provide' classroom experiences for students to praise.themselves. Self-

accepting individuals tend to have - higher self=concelAs. Positive self-

evaluation in the form of verbal reinforcements is positively related to
self-concept.

.

a

'US

,,.

*Del Polito, C.M. The Devetopment,,Implemelatation, and Evaluhtion of A

Self,Conept Efihancement Pr6gram, Doetoral Dissertation, Purdue bniversity,

1973.
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INSTRUCTOR EVALUATION FOR SELF - CONCEPT ENHANCEMENT

Date
.

.

:
.

.

A. Instructor's Classroom Behavior:

. .

1. Provides Student-Centered Learning
a. Students"see themselves as

planning, choosing, responsible,
accountable individuals

b. Experiences = student neees
c. Experiences = challenge ,

d. 'Exseriences = successful outcomes

2. provides flexible, yet definite goals

3: Highlights, students strengths,'asgets,
skills y .

.

.

4. Is Personalistic (sincere, uncalcu-
lating, attuned, to students as
individuals)

.

. .

5. Provides warmth and acceptance
a. Alleviates rejection

7

b. Alleviates ambiguity
c. Alleviates ditrespect

.

.

.

.

.

,

4

6. Praises him/herself

B.

.

. .

Evaluation (Oral and Written): .

.

1. Honest and accurate
,

.

2. Avoids prejudgment
.

.

o Personalistic
.

_ .

4. Encouraging
. fr..

s

_

I
.

5. A .ids-comparison with peers

r , ..

-

6. Contiuous, consistent appraisal
'

_.

,

.

.

-
.

C.

.
_

Classroom ExperiencOsHelp Students To:
P

t

.

.

.

.

,

.

4 s.,

1. Accept each o er
.

2. Praise each other N\
N

3. Evaluate themselves realistically
.

.
,

,

.

..-

4. Concentrate on improvement, not
perfection,

.

1

..

,

.

Z

5. Praise themselves
,

.

,

.

.

i,
4. ,

5=Superior; 4=Above Average; 3=Average; 2=Beiou Average;1=Poor'

88
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Effective Communication
Strategies

4

Your effectiveness as an advocate depends
largely on your ability to communicate, that is,
to send and receive messages accurately. You.
must be able to communicate first of all with
your protege or client. Since you are supposed
to represent his or-hei interests as though they
were your own, you need to be able to determine
what those interests are. Some developmentally
disabled people have communication handicaps,
such as hearing or vision impairments or limited
intelligence, and you may need special
techniques to help them express themselves
and-to understand them. You also-Rust be able
to communicate with the people,' such as
teachers, service providers, and administrators,
who have the power to make the necessary
chabges for your client or protege.

Good communication involves more than Just
talking. It depends on verbal and nonverbal
factors, such as voice quality, pronunciation,
vocabulary, grammar, gestures,--facial
ekprestion:interpersonal skills, and attitudes.
You, can improve your communication skills by
becoming aware of some of the techniques of
effective communication.

Interpersonal skills
41""

A good relationship between two people
Lncreases the chance for communication. You-
listen better if you care about the person who is
speaking; also, you are Inclined-to be optin and
honest if a listener is responding with respect
and understanding. When you let the' other
person know that you think he or she is a
worthwhile person, you create trust. Thus, your
attitudes about another person affect how well
you communicate. Whether your relationship is
personal or profesSional, communication is
more likely to take place if you, relate to the
other person with empathy, respect, and
authenticity.

Empathy
Empathy is recognizing another person's ',
feelihgs. This is different from sympathy, which
is co assion or condolence. Empathy, in.
effec ;is saying, "I rnaff not tiel the same way,

o recognize how you feel." Being
e pathetic is not enough; you must be able to

.

From: Acition Through' Advocacy, 'Researpk

Texas. Tech University, 1980.

convey your understanding. Here are some ways
that you can communicate empathy.

Before you begin to-understand how someone
feels, you must give him or her your undivided
attention. When your protege or client is telling
you something, don't let personal problems or
irrelevant thoughts distract you.

You can communicate your attentiveness and
concern through your nonverbal behavior. Face
the person directly, lean slightly forward, and
look at the person's eyes.

Responses such as "Yes," "I see," or "mm-
hmm" or nodding your head and smiling will
encourage a person to continue talking. Silence
may be interpreted as indiff=erence or
disapproval. Respond frequently and honestly.
Don't'say "I see" when you don't really
,unerstand. To check your understanding,
paraphrase what the person has said and
preface it with a question such as, "Do I have
this right?"

Respect

Respect,. the sedOnd crucial ingredient in a good
relationship, is the unconditional acceptance of
another person's behavior, beliefs, opinions, and
feelings. This is a "no strings attached"
attitude; your continued regard is not based on
the person meeting your standards of behavior
or beliefs. Adceptance is not, the same as
agreement. You can disagree with someone and
still accept that person's right to his or her own
opinions.

Being accepting is sometimes hard to do. Most
of us have prejudices, whether we are aware of
them or,not. You don't have to condone a
persons lifestyle, beliefs or behavior, but you
should respect his or her right to choose how to
'think and act.

You can show respect by following the
guidelines for communicating empathy. People

Twill feel respected if you listen attentively and
check your understanding by asking questions.
Avoid arguing,"trying to prove that only your
ideas are right, and jumping to conclusions
before you have enough information.

Showing respect also requires a nonjudgmental
attitude,-Oriticisms such as "Why
don't you aot your age?" and "That's-not the ,
way you're supposed to behave" will usually ,
only cause resentment. Your protege or client
will feel accepted and understood if instead of

sin1 Training. Center in Mental It*tardation,



saying, "You shouldn't feel that'way," you say,
"I can see why you might be angry. Maybe we
can think of some things you can do to help the
situation."

4
You can"convey respect verbally, but/f you are
not sincere, your nonverbal behavior can convey'
your disapproval, embarrassment, repulsion, or
insincerity. Nervous fidgeting, blushing,
frowning, avoiding eye contact, staring, or
moving away from the person will'make your
true feelings-obvious. Nonverbal behavior that
shows acceptance and warmth includes smiling,
touching, moving closer, eye contact, and
relaxed body posture.

A4knowledging your protege's or client's
strengths and abilities also shows respect. Your
relationship should be a partnership with each
of you contributing equally. Patronizing or
dominating your protege undermiries this
relationship. Common forms of patronizing
include insincere praise, excessive syMpathy,
giving'unwanted advice, or insisting on doing _

things for a person that he or she is capable of
doing. The dominant "I know what's best for
you" attitude is communicated by frequent
interruptions, arguments, lectures, and change's
of the subject. If all of your communication is to
provide solutions and advice and to impose your
own ideas, you belittle your protege's ability to
accept responsibility. Your respect motivates
your protege or client to seek answers to his or
her own problems.

Authenticity

Being authentic means being natural, open, and
nondefensive. However, it does not mean that
yoU reveal all of your-thoughts and feelings all
of the time; those you do choose to express
must be genuine. Sharing positive feelings with
your protege Is almost always appropriate, but
revealing feelings of anger, disgust, and
frustration requires a high degree of trust in
Your relationship. When you feel it is necessary
and appropriate to discuss.your negative-
emotions, phrase them tactfully and in a way
that does not blame or criticize your protege:
"When you did this, I felt Did you
realize that was how I felt?"

Relating your personal experiences, when they
are relevant to your protege's problem, is
another way to communicate authentically. For
example, when your protege is having trouble at
work, you might respond, "I remember how

uncomfbrtable I felt when my boss and.I had"a
disagreement. ".Then go on to explain the
incident. Share infOrmation about your

sexperiences sparingly and only when relevant to
your prptege's need's, or it may seem that you
are tryinO to impress your protege with your own
accomplishments.

Discrepancies between your verbal and
nonverbal behavior may reveal a lack of
authenticity. If your conversation is all pleasant
and positive, but you tap your fingers on the
table, wear a forced smile, and fidget, people
will perdeive you as dishoneS't and insincere.
Body language can-be effectitie in conveying
your genuineuicare and concern. A pat on the
b-ack, a hug, or shaking hands may be an
appropriate way to express your feelings If
physical contact does not make Your protege
uncomfortable.

TIPS

1. Pay attention to your protege or client or.to
anyone else with whom you are interacting.

Check your. understanding of what a person
Is saying.

3. 'Accept the other person's right to his or her
, own feelings and beliefs.

4. Acknowledge your. protege's-or client's
strengths.

5. Share positive feelings.

6. - Be honest.

I-
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Listener Responses

Immediately after the average person has heard
someone speak, he or She remembers only
about half of what was said. Instead of focusing'
our attention on the speaker, we allow our
thoughts to wander, and sometimes they never
return to the conversation. How many times
have you missed a speaker's message because
you were mentally planning a trip or making a
shopping list instead of listening?

You can improve your listening habits by
'developing a few basic skills. One essential skill
Is" the ability to block out distractions. You must
be able to condentrate'On the ideas being
presented in spite of background noise,
uncomfbrtabie seating, or preoccupation with
yOur own thoughts.

Good listening requires much more than
passively letting sound waves enter your ears.
Yod must be as actively involved as the speaker.
While you listen, try to identify the speaker's
main ideas and decide which are most
important. Compare the speaker's attitudes and
opinions with your-own. Select the points which
you feel are worth remembering and then try to

-relate them to your own. experience.

The response you give to a speaker determines
whether your communication continues. Some
responses, even when the responder means
well, cut-off further communication. Such
responses include evaluation ("You
should -.- are wrong . ."), advice. ( "Why
don't you . .."), direction ("YOu have. to ..."),
moralizing ("You ought tw..."), criticism ("If
you had only ..."), analysis ("What you need .-
is ..."), and one- upmanship ("You think your
problem is lokad, you should hear about mine").
These evaluating and criticizing. responses make
people defensive -and resistant to sharing more.
,The advising and dlrectiryg responSes cut off
communication by "salving" and thereby ending
the problem..They also prevent the speaker froin
working out:this or her own problem through
further talking.

There are basically five ways yoU can respond to
a speaker if your-goals are to understand and to
'encourage the ,speaker to..continue.

1. Passive listening

Passive listening simply Its the speaker
know yo4 are still "with" im or her. Several

ft

8

nonverbal signals will encourage the
speaker to continuenodding your head,
smiling, and leaning forward. Typical verbal
responses used to show you are paying
attention include "I see," "really," "yes,"
and "mm-hmm."

2. Paraphrasing

Paraphrasing is me way to check your
understanding of the speaker's Ideas.
Restate what-the speaker has said, using
your own words. This is most appropriate
when the speaker pauses and is waiting for
you to comment. For example:

Speak r: No matter what I do, my teacher
puts me down. i guess I can't do
anything right!

Listen = Am I g: ting this right? You're
be' nning to feel .like a failure
because nothing you do seems to
please your teacher.

3. Echoing

When the speaker clearly describes an
emotion, restate the idea using the
speaker's own words.

Speaker: I feel scared when I meet new
people. Everyone stares at me.

Listener: You feel scared when you meet
people and theyc6tare at you.

4. Dialogue sustaining

If a speaker seems to need reassurance that
you are interested, try a response such as,
"I'd 'like to hear about that.'.' When you need
more information, dialogue sustaining
responses such as, "I'd like to know more
about that," and saying "and" or "but" with
a questioning inflection may encourage the
speaker to continue talking.

Speaker: I was planning to get a job ...

Listener: But?

Speaker: But my mother says she doesn't
have time to take me to work and I

if

can't drive.

5. Active listening.

Active listening is providing feedback on the
emotion the speaker seems to be
experiencing. Your feedback helps the



person to get in touch with his or her
feelings and then to work out solutions
independently. Your feedback should be on
the same emotional level as the speaker's
original statement. Some Llead-in phrases
you can use are: "You seem to feel really

," "Kind of rriakes you feel
," and "It sounds as if you feel

sort of right now."

Speaker: Ev1erybody tells me what to do! I

wish just once I could do what I
want to.

Listener: I gather you're pretty irritated right
now.

Active listening takes time (it would be
quicker to evaluate the speaker's feelings
and give advice). So don't use it unless you
really, want to help the person and are
willing to take the time. Active listening also
means accepting the speaker's feelings
without moralizing or trying to change the
person.

These responses show a speaker that you are
listening. Consciously using these responses
also helps you pay attention to the
conversation.

TIPS

1. Block out distractions.

2. Think while you listen. Identify the speaker's
most important points and relate them to
your own ideas and experiences.

3. Suspend your judgment for a while and try
to understand the speaker's point of view.

4. Resist evaluating, criticizing, giving
sqlutions,pr moralizing.

5. Use one of the five positive listener
responses:

passive listening
paraphrasing
echoing
dialogue sustaining
active listening

9



conversation. Society defines the type of
touching which is appropriate to a particular
situation. For example, your culture may require
you to greet someone by shaking hands, rubbing
each other's noses, kissing, or embracing. Even
though you are limited by cultural rules of
behavior, you can still convey personal attitudes
through touch. Usually, you initiate more body
contact when you like a person and feel
comfortable with him or her. People tolerate
different amounts of touching, however, so be
sure that you are not-intruding into the other
individuars'personal Space. Touching can be an
effective way to$communicate positive feelings
if you are sincere and the contact does not
make either person uncomfortable.

Facial expression

Perhaps the most important and the most
carefully controlled nonverbal signal is facial
expression. The face can display a World of
emotionshappiness, anger, surprise, sadness,
fear,'disgust. Appropriate facial expressions can,
help you caavey your ideas and attitudes more
accurately than words alone. Yet, most of us
have been taught not to show our feelings,
especially If they are negative, so we adopt a
deadpan facial expression. Expressing extreme
rage may not be helpful, but it Is certainly less
confusing for your listener if you let your face
show a degree of- Irritation rather than smiling
while the rest of yigur body signals tension and
anger.

Nonverbal language of handicapped people

Handicapped people send nonverbal messages,
as well as receive them. Physical or mental
disabilities, or a lack of experience, may Prevent
people from displaying socially acceptable
nonverbal signals, especially those which are
used to convey liking. Their body language may
give the impression that they are bored,
indifferent, or even hostile. Misinterpreting these
unintentional and sometimes peculiar behaviors
may affect the way you react to handicapped
people. Appearance and behavior may conflict
in a puzzling way. When %person's appearance
sends the message, "Thee is an adult," we
unconsciously expect adult behavior and we
may be frustrated when the pers6n doesn't meet
this expectation. (i

Summary

Your ability to send and receive nonverbal
messages accurately can be a positive asset in
your relationships with other peopleYou are
communicating all the time, even when you are
not actually talking.

TIPS

1. Keep the distance between you and the
listener appropriate to the relationship and

'situation.

2. Maintain casual and warm eye contact
without staring.

3. Use-gestures and facial expresiions that are
consistent with your meaning and feelings.

4. Use handshakes, pats on the back, and hugs
to reinforce positive feelings when you and
another person feel comfortable with these
contacts.

5. Interpret a handicapped person's nonverbal
--language cautiously.

J



Nonverbal Communication

As we interact with others, we constantly send
nonverbal messages through our body
movements, facial expressions, and gestures.
The ability to send these nonverbal signals is
innate, but nonverbal communication is'also a
skill that can be improved through practice.

Personal space

One of the nonverbal ways we communicate our
relationship to people is by the distance we
keep between up. We each have invisible
personal territory surrounding uscalled
personal space. The boundaries of your personal
space contract and expand depending on your
emotions, the activity you are involved in,
your cultural background, and whether the
relationship is intimate, personal, social, or
public. Most of your daily communication
occurs in the personal and social zones. uring
conversation, people usually maintain a
personal distance of two and a half to four.-f et.
At social gatherings, the appropriate distanc
for conversation increases to four to seven feet.

<;

People are very disturbed by intrusions into their
personal space. If someone gets too close to
you, you feel nervous and uncomfortable. You
may try to move away but when that is not
possible you tense your muscles and possibly
turn your head away. As a last resort, you may
try to protect your space by placing' an object
such as a purse or a briefcagtorbetween you and
'the °the& person.

Eye contact

Eye contact is also an important nonverbal
signal. When two people look at each other and
smile or nod, this is usually understood to be a
joint agreement to begin a conversation. As a
good liStener, you look at the other person's
face, especially the eyes; looking away indicates
that. you are ready to end the conversation. The
'amount of eye contact you use can
communicate emotions and attitudes. Avoiding
eye contact conveys shame, embarrassment,
anxiety, or a lack of confidence. The more eye
contact yo4 have,,the more likely the other
person will be to see you as friendly, mature,'
and sincere. However, this is only:trueup to the
point where a normal gaze becomes a stare.
Staring may make the other person feel nervous

and defensive because it is seen as a sign of
contempt or disapproval. To stare at someone is
equivalent to saying, "I'm better than you" or -I
don't approve of what you're doing."

A word of caution about interpreting eye
contact: the rules for appropriate eye contact
vary with sex, class, age, and culture. So, when
another person avoids looking at you, for
example, he or she may actually be frightened,
embarrassed, depressed; or nervous or may
simply belong to an ethnic group with different
visual customs. For example, black children are
taught to lower their eyes as a sign of respect
for teachers and Ministers.

Gestures

We use many different kinds of body
movements lo support our verbal
communication,Some of these movements are
conventional gestures such as a head nod for
"yes." Other movements are unique to an
individual or a situation (for example, a
fraternity's secret handshake). Body movements
serve two basic purposes for communication:
they help to clarify the speaker's ideas or they
express emotions and attitudes. Descriptive
gestures help to illustrate objects or actions
that are difficult to explain with wo s alone.
You might use descriptive gestures t
demonstrate how to kick a football, how to hold
a baby:or how to eat with chopsticks. Gestures
might also help you to tell soeneone how long
the fish was that got away, how tall a basketball
player is, or how you harrowly avoided an
accident.

Most gestures associated with emotion are
spontaneous and are not primarily intended-to
communicate. When you are tense, you may run
your fingers through yOur hair, clutch th2 arms
of-the Chair, play with an object, or rAkOiritiout
aimlessly. Some gestural messages about
emotion are sent deliberately clapping to show
approval or shaking your fist in anger.

Condescending gestures such as patting the
head of a mentally retarded- adult will damage,
a relationship.

Touching

Touching is another way we use our bodies to
communicate. Greetings, farewells, and
congratulations usually include physical
contact. Touch may also be used to attract
somegne;s attention so that you can begin a
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Communicating with a Mentally
Retarded Person

The effects of mental retardation l'fflpeech and
language development may be so mild that the
per6on has no speech problems or only minor
articulation errors; or the effects may be so
severe that the person will never develop
functional speech.

Some people who lack expressive language
(ability to speak, write, or gesture) have
receptive language (ability to understand what is
said to them).

Assess your protege's or client's verbal skills
wittN an open mind. If the person has normal
skills, you may not need to adjust your usual
communication style. But if there are
limitations, you must make extra efforts so that
the protege will understand the issue and so
that you will understand his or her point of view.

To avoid simply imposing your views on a
retarded person, you need to take the time to
explain and to listen.

Work with the person's parents, teachers, and
social Workers, and with the advocacy staff for
suggestions on effective methods of
communication. Being consistent with others
who interact with the person will help him or her
Jearn. Ifkrig

Some mentally retarded people have
communication problems because their
environments are limited. You will help them
gain language ability and social interaction
skills byietting them experience many normal
activities.

TIPS

1. Try, to keep your surroundings free from
distractions. Remove any unnecessary
objects in the area and keep background
noise to a minimum. For example, turn off
the radio and shut the window to reduce
street sounds.

If the person is too distracted by things
happening in the room, you may need to
move .to another room or change location
within the room. For example, in a busy
coffee shop you might move to an isolated
corner or sit with your backs to the activity.

2. Establish eye contact before you begin to
speak, and maintain it as long as possible.

Say the person's name often,
t.

Touch the, person lightly on the arm or
shoulder when you seem to be losing his or
her attention. It may be necessary to move
the face of a severely mentally retarded or
highly distractible person toward you.

3. Speak expreesively with appropriate
gestures, facial expressions, and body
movements. These nonverbal cues add
Information that make your ideas easier to
understand. For example, when you say,
"Let's go eat," to a person with a limited
understanding of speech, you might gesture
spooning food into your mouth.

4, Communicating with a person who does not
have expressive language and who does riot
seem to respond to what you say requires
frequent sensory cues. For example, mimic
the activity you are talking about with
gestures, physically move the perSon's
hands, head, orfeet to perform the activity
you are describing, and try to get eye
contact. Touch, hug, and pat In order to
guide and affirm, combining these cueswith
the appropriate verbal comments. Resist
yOur impulse to stop talking. Even if there is
no apparent response, hearg your speech
is good training for the retarded person.

5. Speak slowly and clearly, but don't
exaggerate the, infleciisn or tone of yourivoice. Exaggerationcall attention to
themselves rather than to what you are
saying and are distracting and confusing.

6. Speak in "here and now" concrete terms.
dive speFific examples and demonstrate
whenever possible. Instead of sayingb "It's
time to clean up" say, "Wash your hands in
the bathroom now." Refer to "chair" instead
of "furniture"; "apple" instead of "fruit"; .

"Mrs. Smith" instead of "your teacher."

Emphasize key words. For example, say,
"Please bring me the blue glass."

Repeat important statements, and use
different words if the listener does not-
understand.

gas
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8. Be positive in gibing directions. Islead.of
saying "Don't kick," say, "I'd like ydy.to
keep your feet on the floor.".In this Way you
give the persona goal rather than calling
attentiOn o.,land possibly reinforcing)
inappropriate behavior.

9iGivedirectibns immediately before the
activity to be performed and avoid lists of
things to dos If you say before you go into a
restaurant, "When, we get in the rettfaurant,
you will first need to'wash your.hands, thena
come back to the table and unfold your
napkin .," the retarded person May not
remember and act on these'directions
without prompting. Instead, give the. .

directiOns one at a time when you Want the
.task" performed.

0. Check frequent) sto be sure the person is,
understanding. I is pointless to ask, "De'

*yoy understand?':Anstea, ask the oRrgon to
repeat what you have said or ask a question
that,relquiths asspeCific answer, such as, .

"What are you suppo ed to do tomorrowr-
.

11. Ask open-ended arid ither-or questions
rather than questions t at can be answered
with yes or no. Retard d people have a
tendency to say yes whets given a choice of
yes or no, so such a response does not
necessarily give you the right information.
Instead, let the person describe a situation
or give a choice of answers neitribr o which
is obviously the right one. Be sere the
alternatives you give cover all the possible
situations.

Examples ..

yes-no question

Did the man bite your arm?
(the response will likely be yes)

open-ended question

Tell me what happened this morning.
(the person must describe.the situation)

either-or questions

Did this problem happen today or
yesterday?-

gir

Are you talkingiabout a man or qiwomah

(neither alternative is obviously better;
therefore the choice the person makes
is likely to be accurate)

41,

, ,
Dizion'tpretend 'to understand. It.is better to
ask the person to repeat what 'he or she has .

said se.Ve'ral times than to agree with
something you.-don't understand.'-(You may
be unpleasantly surprised when you find out
what:yo.tiave agreed to!) Say, "Tell-me
again," If you dogt get a,completely,
Understandable answer, ;build from a
particular point' you can Confirm. For
example, ask, "Ath.1 getting this right? This

t. 4 morning someone bit your arm."

e, nod, and lean- forward while the
s.',.:Rer is talking. These signs that you are
interested encourage the person to
continue.

'14. Be prepare'd to wait. The person with mental
retardation may function slowly: Do not
anticipate the speaker's response and finish
sentences for him or her. Sometimes
suggesting a key word the speaker is having,

;Arouble with will help the speaker keep
going, but retarded people need to gaj,n
experience and confidence in their own
speech.

15.Ahen you note signs of fatigue, irritability,
or disinterest,4t is a good idea-to change
activities, slow down, make tht task-simpler,
or take a break. One such signis increased
distractibility. Another sign is continued
repetition_ of a response when it is no longer
appropriate (for example, "want to go
home," " ime to go home," "want to go
home" O

16. Donq.give a choice if you are not sincere.'
Folk example,.don',t-say, " ould you like .to
come with me?"-NCLAN.pers n must g9i with
you.Instead say, "LiA4-go k to tile- - 404

cottage novy.'.' Giving choices when there
are real options is good, though, because it
reinforces decision-maNng. For example,
-say, "Would yoy like to come with me or
would you like to sty at school ?"

17. Sometimes the speech or betiavior of a
retarded-person will be bizarre or otherwise
inappropriate. The reason may be either lack

'of iritormation and social skills or desire to
. , get.attention. How you respond will depend

in part. on 'the reason.



It is important to correct inappropriate
speech or behavior resulting from lack of
information. Ilyou don't correct it you are
essentially giving your approval and
increasing thel likelihood that It will happen
again. For example, if a retarded person on
a public buss begins to pat a stranger, Vylo
divert the retarded person's.attention and
break the chain of events_You might do this
by saying,."Please bring me my purse."
Then explain with empathy and with regard
for the person's self-esteem what the") '
appropriate behavior is. For example, say,
"That little girl you were touching is pretty,
isn't she? But people don't touch each other
until they are good friends. See how all the
other people on the bus are holding their
hands in their laps."

If the Inappropriate behavior or speech is
attention-getting, ignore it and direct the
person to' an appropriate topic or task. You
might walk away, continue with what you
are doing, repeat what you have been
asking, or ask the person to do something
that will interrupt the behavior or speech.'

Give the person abundant attention when he
or, she behaves and speaks appropriately to
diminish the need for negative attention.

18. Treat adults with mental retardation as
adults, not asLwfiildren. Use theirproper
names, and show respect when you
introduce them to others. Consider the
varying degrees of respect conveyed by the
following introductions:'

"This is Billy. He's retarded."

"This is Billy."

"I'd like you to meet Bill Brown."

When you praise an adult, do it
appropriately. "You did a fine job" is
certainly more apprOpriate for an adult than
"That's a good boy." Avoid talking down to
a retarded adult.

19. Talk ito the mentally retarded person, not
,,aboui him or her. No matter what the
person's level of understanding, it is rudelto
discuss a person when he or she is present.
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CoMinunicating with-a Heating
impaired Person

Although some hearing impaired people
possess adequate speech for basic social
expression, those with profound hearing losses
often do not learn tb speak intelligibly. Thus,
many deaf persons use written or manual
communication As a supplement to or substitute
for speech.

The term manual communication refers lo
several systeins in which hand or body
movements represerft ideas, objects, actions,
etc. If an idea cannelA be expressed through
manual signs, it is fingerspelled. Fingerspelling
consists of twenty-six handshapes that
correspond to the twenty-six letters of the
Roman alphabet. Fingerspelling differs from
sign language, which uses hand movements for
words and phrases rather thari single letters. To
aid them in understanding the speech of others,
hearing impaired people may rely on visible
speech cues, facial expressions, and gestures,
as well as the language and situational context.
This method of using vision to partially
compensate for hearing loss is called
'speechreading (formerly called lipreading).

Whatever special communication techniques
your protege or client employs, there are several
things you Can do to make your communication
more effective.

TIPS
4

1. The room should be sufficiently quiet to
permit your voice to be heard with little
difficulty. If thereis background noise, such
as footsteps; conversational babble, traffic
rumbling by, loud.heating and cooling units,
minimize it as much as possible (close
windows, turn off furnaces, move to a
quieter room). Background noise_may
preGent the hearing impaired person from
using residual hearing. Echo is less of a
problem in small rooms and in rooms with
carpet and drapery.

.
.2. Position yourself directly in front of the

person to whom you are speaking, rather
than behind or to the side of him or her.
Keep'the distance between you as small as
possible. Speechreading is easiest at five
Seet of less.

3. Try not to stand in front of a light source (for
example, a window). Light behind you may
throw shadows on yobr fate and distort the
normal movements of your Mouth. The light
should shine on "your face rather than in the
eyes of the person attempting to.ubderstand
you.

4. Establish eye contact before you begin to
speak. You may need to attract your
listener's attention with a light touch on the
arm or shoulder.

5. Provide a'clear view of your face. Avoid
actions which hide your mouth and reduce
the accuracy of speechrepding: resting your
head on your hand, turning your head,

your hands, smoking, chewing, and
holding things in front of your face. Certain
physical featurescan also affect
speechreading. A moustache or beard may
hinderspeechreading by partially obscuring
the mouth; lipstick may define the lips and
'enhance speechreading.

6. Speak clearly but naturally. Use your normal
speed and loudness level unless asked to
change. Speakers sometimes use a very
slow rate,-exaggerate their mouth
movements, or shout, hoping to improve
understanding. AoYually, these efforts are
more confusing than tlelpful.

7. Speak expressively; use gestures, facial
expression, and body movements to convey
mood and feeling. Deaf persons may
misunderstand figures of speech ("the foot
of a mountain"), puns, and sarcasm because
they cannot hear the accompanying
variations in tone, inflection, and stress.
Thus, shrugging your shoulders, raising your
eyetvows, or shaking your fist may relay an
idea more accurately than words alone.
Avoid exaggerated gestures, itpowever,
because these distract the attention of the
speechreader from the basiC point of
focusthe face.

8. Use short, simple, complete sltences.
Keep your language precise and concrete,
rather than abstract. A general term such as
"food" is more abstract Than the word

"\ "apple," which refers to a specific fruit.
Abstract words have vague meanings (for
example, "nourishment in solid form"),
which are difficult for the hearing impaired
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person to grasp. Words which have many
different meanings, such as "great,"
'`down." and "over," are also confusing to
the hearing impaired individual.

9. Repeat key words and statements and avoid
changing the subject abruptly. Check
comprehension frequently by asking
questions or asking the Trstener to repeat
what you have said. Deaf persons may
pretend to understand when they do not
(just as many hearing people do). When a
hearing impaired person joins a group, make
sure he or she knows the subject being
talked about.

10. When a hearing impaired individual has
difficulty understanding an important point,
rephrase the idea rather than repeat the
same words. Only one third of English
sounds are visible to the speechreader.
Words such as "king" and "her" cannot be
speechread because they contain sounds
which are produce/0 by hidden movements
inside tile mouth. Many of the sounds which
are visible are homophenous; that is, they
look exactly like one or two other sounds.
Therefore, the words "Pete," "beet,"
"mean," "bead," "bean," and "meat" appear
the same to the speechreadTr.

11. If yourdister is able to use some residual
'hearing, you may find it useful to lower your
pitch somewhat. A high pitched voice
(usually a woman's voice) is more difficult to
understand.

12. Lacking the auditory feedback we use to
monitor our own voices, the severely hearirtg
impaired person may develop speech which
is excessively-loudr high pitched,
monotonous, breathy, and nasal. If you have
difficulty understanding a hearing impaired
speaker, ask an open-ended (for
example,. "Would you tell ninbout your.
family?"). A lengthy answer may give you
time to become accustomed to the person's
speech and language patterns. When you
cannot understand a statement, ask the .

person to repeat or elaborate on what he or
she has said. If this fails, a gestural.or
written mode of communication may be
more effective than speech.

13. Do not assume that a deaf person's,
communication problems indicate a lack of

sa.

4-,

C

intelligence. A profound hearing loss
disrupts language acquisition to such an
extent that deaf adults rarely have the verbal
skills of a hearing 10-year-old child. The
most obvious deficits in the language of the'
hearing impaired are a limited vocabulary
and difficulty with syntax (arranging words
into sentences).-Reasohs often cited for
these problems are a lack of language
stimulation and the fact that the syntactic
rules of American Sign Language are quite

.different from the rules of English. i

14. If-yOu know, any sign language, ask the
person with.iwhom you are talking if he or
she would likes for you to use it. Some
people prefer to communicate through
speech alOne. Even if both of you agree to
use signs, you may have difficulty
communicating if you have learned different
systems. Sign systems currently used In the
United States include: American Sign
Language (ASL), Systematic Sign Language,
Signing Exact English, Seeing Essential
English, Linguistics of Visual English,
Signed Engligh; and Manual English.

15. If your protege tir client communicates
primarily through signs wind fingerspelling,
and you are not familiar with this method,
an interpreter may be necessary. An
interpreter simply translates the
conversation; he or she does not think or
answer for the hearing impaired person.
When using an interpreter, look at your
protege or Client and carry on the
conversation as if talking to a pers °on with
normal hearing.

16. Watch for signs of fatigue in your listener.
Following a conversation requires greater
effort on the part of a hear impaired
individual, and the stress may make him or
her tired, irritable, and tense. In addition,
tinnitus, a noise or ringing in the ears, may
be so annoying that it increases fatigue.
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Communicating with a Visually
Impaired Person

Most, people find it obvious that a disability
which affects speech or hearing will interfere
seriouslyswith.effective communication. The
effect of a visual Impairment, however, may not
be so obvious. Harold Krents is an attorney who
was blinded at age 9. Krents, who was the
inspiration for the play° and film, Butterflies Are
Free, hays found that some people speak to
blind persons as if they were unable to speak or
hpar normally. People may.exaggerate their
pronunciation, shout, or whisper in front of a
blind persoin.

TIPS

1. Introduce a blind person Just as you would
anyone else. It I's inapprdpriate- and also
unnecessary to say, for example, "This is
Jim Jones. Jim is blind."

2. Use words such as "look." and "see"
comfortably. These words are a part of
English vocabulary and it is unnatural to
avoid using them.

3. When approaching a person with"..11 visual
handicap, always state yopr namer Unless
he or she knows you well, do not expect a
blind person to be able to identify.you by
your voice, especially in,noisy surroundings:

4. Let the person with a visual problem know
when you are about to leave. Do not wallvl,
away without saying anything.

5. If the person you are talking to has some
limited vision, do not stand with your back
to a window. The glare ma robe
uncomfortable and Cause eye fatigue for the
person who has some vision. .

6. A visually handicapped person may need
verbal cues to help compensate for the loss
of information usually obtained from facial
expressions, gestures, and body movements.
For example, persons with normal sight
know when a question is directed toward
them because the speaker looks at them. A .
blind person may not realize that a question
is meant for him or her unless you preface it
with his or her name ("Bob, what is your
address?").

IOU

7. We normally judge whether a pbrson is
paying attention by, the amount of eye
contact used. When speaking to a person
with a visual handicapjepeat his or her,
name often and ask questions to be sure he.
or she Is "with" you.

8. Vision Impairment does not necessarily
mean a lack of Intelligence_ Be cautious in
making assumptions and evaluations..
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Communicating with a Physically
Handicapped Person

Y

The majority of people who have motor damage,
especially those with cerebral palsy, Mave mild
to moderate communication difficulties.
Damage to the central nervous system may
interfere with the production of speech sounds
and withithe rhythm and rate of speech.. The
most common characteristics of motor speech
disordert are imprecise production of consonant'
sounds, slow effortful speech, and difficulty in
control of pitch and lqudness. When muscle
function is Impaired, speech may be
ac-companied,by facial distortions, drooling, and
random body movements.

These,behaviors often distract listeners and
make them feel uncomfortattleoou may have to
make a conscious effort to pay attention to
what the speaker is saying. Also, the physical
tension associated with speaking and they
difficulty in being underStood often discourage
handicapped people, from attempting to
communicate; to overcome this reluctance, y.du
need to be accepting, relaxed, and interested.

Severely physically handicapped people may not
be, able to communicate effectively with speech.
As a supplement to or substitute for speech,
these people may use one of the more than one
hundred existing nonspeech systems. These
nonspeech modes include sign language,
pantomime, Morse code, cdmmunlcation boards-
(symbols printed on paw, cardboard, plastic,
Masonite, or plywood), manipulatable symbols,
drawn or written symbols, machine-.generated
speedh, braille, and adapted electric typewriters.

The effect of the motor disability itself may be
increased by hearing loss, mental retardation,
defective oral -sensation, seizures, perseveration,
hyperactivity, distractibility, or psychological ,

problems.

TIPS
t -

1. When you meet a perscin with.an unfamiliar
disability, you may have to consciously
avoid staring. Atjhe same time, it-is a
mistake.to avoid eye contact because you
feel uncomfortable. Instead, look at the
person in the same way you look at a
nondisabied person, with eye contact and
smile or greeting.

2. Speech..intelligibility of a person with a
motor speech disorder Will often improve_
after you become accustomed to the
distorted speech pattern. You can obtain a
good sam'ple of .fie person's speech by
asking a ouestion which requires a lengthy
answer (for example, "What do you enjoy
doing?") or by having him or her read aloud.

3. Allow a long response time from someone
who has a motor speech disorder. A
physical disability may increase the time
needed to initiate speech.

Do not be offended If a person, who speaks
with some physical tension seems reluctant
to converse. This may be because of the
great effort the person expends in order to
speak. Encourage the person to speak and
create an accepting atmosphere by using,
eye,contact, smiling, leaning forward, and
nodding.

5.: If the person uses a nonspeech
communication system, become acquainted
with the way the system works and benefits.
If you have reservations about nonvocal
communication, you are likely to cpnvey this
attitude to the handicapped person. If, on
the other hand, you are willing tc1 accept the
nonvocal method as a functional means of
communicating, you will convey your
respect to your protege or client. This can
only enhance your relationship with him or
her.

6. Respect the personal space of a person With
a physical handicap. You must be close
enough to be easily seen and heard, but
realize that a person with a physical
handicap may not be able to protect his or
her personal space. Personal space includes
any equipment an individual uses; leaning
on a person's wheelchair, for example, is
rud and may even seem threatening.

7. Lf the handicapped person must remain
seated, try to_sit also so that you cad
maintain the same eye level. Even if you
maintain a comfortable distance, you may
still appear to be threatening and dominant

-if you stand. This is the teacher-pupil or
boss-employee position:,

1..01
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8. Be sensitive about touching someone
k.

with a
neurological handicap. A pat on the back or
.a hug is a"pleasan.tlipsitive experience for
most people, but for someone with
neurological damage, an-other person's
touch may. be irritating or even frightening.
Thil,dbes npt mean that you should avoid
touching completely; just move slowly so
you don't startle the person and use firm ,

presqure (a light touch may tickle).

9. To keep the attention of a hyperactive or
distractible person, call the person's name
frequently or touch him or her on the arm or
shoulder. If the person cannot focus
attention on one activity, limit the number of
distractions, such as unnecessary furniture
and equipment, bright, patterned wallpaper
orcarpet, or an uncovered wtndow.

10. If you note signs of fatigue, anxiety,
irritability, or disinterest, change activities,
slow down, make the task simpler, or take a
break. Perseveration (the continued
repetitiorfof a response when it is no longer
appropriate) is likely to occur when an
indNidual is tired, when situations change
rapidly, or when a task is too difficult.

11.. Physical. handicaps and speech disorders do
not mean a lack of intelligence. Focus qn
the person's abilities, not disabilities.

1
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Purpose

Method

Session Three,-Part Five

Communicating with Developmentally
Disabled People

To give advocates skills an communicating With people who
have communication handicaps

Trainer's presentation dnd group discussion.

Materials .Copie's for group members of the tips on the specific
disabilities you will cover

Optional: Audio or video materials to simulate_and explain
handicaps

Trainer's All of the general principles about communication presented
presentation A`. so far in the training apply to communication with
and group handicapped people.. But when there are particOlar
discussion communication handicaps, such as mental retardation,

Tips'bn
hearing or vision impairments, or motor speech disorders,

communicating
there are some speolal ways to facilitate communication.

with Nandi- The basic procedure for all four sets of tips (mental
capped' retardation, hearing impairment,visionimpairment, and
people physical handicap) is the. same:

15-30 minutes Handout copies of the Ups on the specific disability
for each you will be covering.
disability Give the group about 5 minutes to read the tips.

Read the tips aloud, one at a time, and demonstrate pr
illustrate each point.

Invite participation and questions from the advocates.

These tips basically provide information on things advocates
can do to communicate effectively. But to gain skill in using'
the techniques, advocates need practice as well as
information. You need to make the tips concrete and
relevant to their own-experience and to involve them in
thinking of applications of the facts so tliat they
ready to practice. ,

Suggestions for specific ways to involve traineee in the
discussion are given below for a few of the tips.on ment41
retardation. You can use similar techniques for invoiving
trainees as you go over the other tips on mental retardation
and other communication handicaps. In addition, gome
general suggestions for involving trainees are given in the
tips for communicating with hearing impaired, visually
impaired, or physically handicapped persons.
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yo,

Tips on
communicating
with a
'mentally
retarded'

.

person

15-30 minutes

Tips on
communicating
with a
hearing
impaired
person.,

15-30 minutes

If you are ollowing the recommended schedule for training
and matching volunteers that Is given in "Tips for Trainers,"
most of the group participants will have had some contact
with their clients or proteges, so they should have plenty of
questions and examples.

Encourage them to raise questions regarding their own
encounters with disabled people by asking, "Has anyone
here experienced this type of situation?" as you go over the
tips. Ask them also to add tips to the lists on the basis of
their experience if they have some ideas not included here.

Tip #1. Ask adv8cates to look around the room you are in to
see Whether there would be ways to minimize distractions in
this setting.

Tip #2. Demonstrate by touching the arm of one of the group
members. Ask one of them to demonstrate turr)ing the face
of a person toward them and getting eye contact. Let each
person practice with the person sitting next to, him or her.

Tip #43. Ask a group member to illustrate speaking'first
nonexpressively and then expressively the words, "I drove
my friend's little sports car today."

Tip #4. Ask an advocate to play the role of a low verbal
person learning the task of folding a piece of paper in half,
then in half again, as one might fold a four-panel brochure.
First demonstrate the task. Then manipulate the person's
arms and. hands to do the job. Be sure to give verbal
directions while demonstrating and gii/ing sensory cues.

lip #5. Demonstrate by rereading the tip with-exaggerated
inflections and excessively slow speech.

Tip #6. Ask an advocate what one might say instead of,
"L'et's get dressed now."

Illustrate or demonstrate the remaining tips in similar ways.

Borrow a record from the public library, speech and hearing
clinic, or the educational service center that simulates what
a hearing impaired person hears. Two such records are:

1. "Getting Through: A Guide to Better Understanding of
the Hard of Hearing"
(Zenith Radio Corporation)

2. "I-row They Hear"
(-Gordon N. Stowe & Associates, 3217 Doolittle Drive,
Northbrook, IL 60062 $11.00)

Playing such a record will help advocates understand
hearing impairmehts and the necessity of minimizing their
problems by following the suggestions in the tips.

Then review each of the tips, illustrating, or demonstrating
where possible.
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Tips on
communicating
with a
visually
impaired
person

15 minutes

Tips on
communicating
with a
physically
handicapped
person

15 minutes

"I Learned"
Statements

5 minutes

The vision loss and its consequences for communication
can be simulated by using blindfolds. You can illustrate the
tips by .Having one allocate role play a blind person and two
ad;ocates role play people with normal siight, one Whom the-
blind person knows and one to whom he 6r she will be
introduced. The three, after introductions, should make
Plans to go to a restaurant together, larranging a date, place,
time, and transportation, and asking eatch- other's
preferences about type of food and expense (or use any
other role play situation that requires the interaction of three
people).

After the three role players have completed their
arrangements for going out to eat, discuss as a group how
and when they used some of the suggestions in the tips..'
The persoq who played a blind person can tell how_ he-or she
felt at different times during the conversation. For example,
when was he or she uncomfortable, which cues from the
other speakers helped the most, did they ever overdo the
cups and create feelings of ineptness? Group members wtto
observed the role play can contribute theft obServations
also.

These tips are harder to demonstrate and illUstrate than the
tips on other disabilities because it is hard to simulate a
motor speech disorder without. seeming to ridicure and
because the tips suggest appropriate attitudes and
responses rather than overt behavior. Therefore, you wi) I

pyobably have to rely primarily on reading over the tip and
encouraging questions and discussion.

,

If you have invited a communication specialist to this
training session, he or she may demonstrate at this time
some of the nonspeech modes of communication, such as
communication boards and machine-geneirated speech. Or
you may do such afdemonsfration yourself. For example,
some people with severe motor speech disorders use the
"Speak and Spell' developed by Texas Instruments. The
person presses one of the letters on a keybO4:rd and the
appropriate letter is vocalized by the machine. The person
thereby spells out each word of a sentence. Such a
demonstration will (1) show the group how effectively a
severely disabled persbn can overcome a speech disdrder,
and (2) help the people in the group get used to the idea of
nonspeech communication.-

When you have completed the presentation and discussion
of tips on communicating with develOpmentally disabled
people, bring the session to a.close by asking the group to
share "I, learned "statements. See "Tips for Tiainers".for
directions.

Before adjourning, hand out copies of the background
materials on .effective. communication, ylrOp__11 and,honverbal
communication, and listening skills andtlYafest that group
members read this material at home. )
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Listener Reporfses

I

Passive Listening
1 Nonverbal sigrils

a. head nodding
b. smiling
c. leaning forward

Verbal signals
a. "I see",..
b. "really,
c. "yes"
d. "mm-hmm"

.11.!

.Dialogue Sustaining
Respond with "I'd like to hear
more about that" or say "and" or
"but" using a questioning
inflection to encourageihe
speaker to continue.'

Speaker j was planning-to get a

Listener.

Speaker

job ...
but?

But my mother doesn't
have time\to drive me to
work.

$

Active Listening
DesCrIbe the emotion the speaker
seems to be experiencing. ,
Lead-in phrases to use are: "You
seem to really feel .19

"It sounds as V you feel
right now." %

Speaker Everybody tells me what
to do. I wish I could do
what I want.

Listener I gather you are pretty
irritated right now,

c

Echoing
Restate what the speaker has
said using the speaker's own
words.

Speaker. I feel scared when I
meet new people.
Everyone stares at' me.

Listener You feel scared when
you meet new people
and they stare at you.

Paraphrasing
Restate what the speaker has
said using your own words.

Speaker. No matter what I do my
teacher puts me down. I
guess I can't do
anything right!

Listener. Am I getting this right?
You feel that nothing
you do pleases your
teacher.

130
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AFPEUP-IX B

Information contained in 'this section further defines "communication

competence," details the functions of communication, and provides

both a planning matrix for classroom communication activities and

several sample exercises for implementing the functions.

Communication Competencies

Communication Functions

Classroom Communication Activity Matrix

Sample Lessons Using the Functions-

ti



COMMUNICATION COMPETENCE

When people work to develop communication competence they are concerned with
"putting language to work" for them in the following wayst_____(1) enlarging their

repertoire of communication acts; (2) selecting criteria for making choices from

the repertoire; (3) implementing the communication acts chosQn,- and (4) evaluating

the effectivenss of communication employed.

REPERTOIRE OF COMMUNICATION ACTS: To be effective communicators, students must be A
flexible actors. They must be able to perform a range of communication acts
required by the conversation, the people, the setting, and the task-at-hand. Their

repertoire should include all five communication funFtions, i.e., all possible ways
to control, feel, inform, imagine and ritualize. Our repertoire goal is to expand
the repertoire of communication acts which students can employ in a variety of

-

communication situations.

SELECTION CRITERIA: Communication effectiveness is based on the appropriateness

of what people say. The competent, communicator carefully weighs the factors of

the communication situation: (1) the participants--the people involved in communi-
cation; (2) setting--the time and place of the communication event; (3) topic-- ,
the subject matter of communication; and (4) task--the goal or purpose of communi:-

cation. Our selection goal is to provide an opportunity for students to identify

and sharpen the criteria they uge in choosing communication acts.

IMPLEMENTING CHOICES: Once people have made communication choices for a particular
situation, they must possess skills to carry their choices into action. If they

have decided that a carefully phrased suggestion, coupled with several justifi-

cations, is appropriate for a sister who.is in a real jam, they must be prepared
to execute that co unicgtion plan. Our implementation goal is to

a

o ,.t

,
students

ISvariety of situa ions heligul in giving them practice in implement # their.,

choice or choides o communication alts in situations.

EVALUATING COMMUNICATION: People m t evaluate their communication in terms of its

appropriateness to the communication ontext and its satisfaction to themselves and

others (interpersonal effectiveness). These judgments use feedback from others as

well as information from personal experiences. By evaluating each encounter in
terms of appropriateness and satisfaction,. we gain valuable information (criteria)
for future conversations with others. The evaluation goal,- then, is to provide
opportunities for students to. sharpen their critical awareness of self and others
in moments of. communication interaction (`-Did my plan work?" "What would probably

happen?" "How did the other person probably feel?").

Pile communication competence has four principal features--re ertoire, selection,
implementpation, and evaluation--this does not mean that it has f steps in

an ordefed sequence. All 'Mpects of competence are operative in every moment of

communication. Rather, each of these four Aspects provides a different focus for
viewing the development of the student's communicative competence--that is, each

focuses attention, pedagogically, on different kinds of instruction intervention.

2



COMMUNICATION,- FUNCTIONS

A number of theorists have sorted communication acts into five large fainilies
of communication functions which comprise the dominant uses of.c.ommunication in
contemporary life. The term "communicatlipn" sact or function indicates our
concern i'fiaM body language and voice, as well as spoken and written words

"(speech acts)..

CONTROLLING These are communication acts in which the participant's dominant
function is to control behavior: for example, commanding,
.offering, suggesting, perml.tting, threatening, warning, prohibiting
contracting, refusing, bargaining, rejecting, acknoWledging,
justifying, persuading and arguing.

FEELING These are communication acts which express and-respond to feelings
and attitudes such as exclaiming, expressing a state or an
attitude, taunting, commiser#ting, tale-telling, blaming, dis-
agreeing, and rejecting.

INFORMING These-are communication acts in whir ,participants' function
is to offer or seek information: for example; stating information,
,queStioning, answering, justifying, naming, pqinting out an object,
demonstrating, explaining, and acknowledging:

RITUALIZING These are communication acts which serve primarily to maintain
social relationships and to facilitate social interaction such as
greeting, taking leave, participating in verbal games (pat-a-cake)
reciting, taking turns in Conversation, participating in culturally
appropriate speech modes (for example, teasing, shocking, punning,
praying, playing the dozens), and demonstrating culturally
appropriate amenities.

IMAGINING These are communication acts which cast the participants in
imaginary situations and include creative behaviors such as role
playing, fantasizing, speculating, dramatizing, theorizing, and
storytelling.

ALL commun cation functions involve both sending and receiving in conversations--
a person bo h initiates and responds according to basic communication functions.
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CLASSROOM COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY° MATRIX

FIVE PURPOSES (EjJNCTIONS) OF COMMUNICATION*

2 6

Feeling Controlling Informing Imagining Ritualizing

Repertoire:
Selection:
Implementation:
Evaluation:

-R:

S:

E:

R:

S:

E:

~MO

R:

S:

E:

R:

S:

E:

R:

S:

E.

R:

S:

E:

R:

S:

E:

R: O R:

S:

R:

S:

I:

Ems.

,

.

R:

S:

I:

E:

k:

S:

I:

E:

.

.

.

,t

.

R:

'S:

I:

E:
,

..
. .

.

R:

$:

I:

E:

'

R:

S:

E:

R:

Sr

E:

R:

S:

E:

R:

S:

It

E:

R:

S:

E:

S:

E:

R:

S:

E:

S:

E:

S:

E:

S:

E:

?2'

* All communication functions involve both sending and receiving in conversations.
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Source: Ruby Taylor
Lafayette 1igh School
Ballwin, Missouri

Primary Function: Informing

Objectives: Giving and following verbal directions

Materials: Two identical sets of various shaped forms. (May be made of

wood or paper.)
-

Procedures: Two students are seated back-to-baCk and each given a set of

- /
various Stypped forms or objects. The sebdent follic;4 a sequenced

pattern of interaction. Have student A build something using .... '..-...,,

all of the objects, then begin the exercise. First: 'Student A
describes the model to student B, who cannot see ,flat was constructed

and must bip.ld an identical model fc51lowing the °roil instructions

iwithout any verbal response. Second; Continue the exercise while

allowing B to ask quesQmons, and A to respond with yes' or "no",

answers only. Third: Contiaue with unrestricted verbal- inter-

action between,A and B. Fourth: Allow B to see A's fully-
constructed model' and receive help from A. ^

.),

.

Place other students where they can watch and discuss the process
theN\ are observing.

.,

Questions/Follow-up:

1. What kind of information does B need from A to build the

model? (Selection) c' -

2. How did B know which object to place in Rosition? (Implementation)

Have yot been in similar situations trying to give instructions

(-or receive information) without feedback? (Repertoire)

4. How could you improve the situation you are observing? (Eva14-

tion)

5. What are some suggestions which would be helpfpl to student A

or B? (Implementation/Repertoire/Selection)

6. What are-the advantages of active involvement in'the process of

informing? (Evaluation)

7. How could you apply what'you have seen to a situation such as
-directing a new student to a particular classtoom in your school?

(Repertoire/Implementation/Selection)
C
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Source: Joy McClintock
Seminole Higb School
Seminole, Florida,

HEY, IT'S MY TURN!

Primary Function: Ritualizing

Objectives: Perfotming and evaluating turn-taking behaviors in conversations
and wup.discussions.

Discussion: Turn-taking is defined_aS cues, both verbal and nonverbal, that
participants use in an interaction for the appropriate sequencing '-
of mepsages.

A

The cues are divided into turni.lielding cues, turn-requesting cues, and those
kinds of regulating cues given v a listener when he or she agrees or disagrees','
with the speaker without wanting to take' the floor (sometimes called back-

,

. channeling).

Example of turn-taking cue: intonation.at the end of a sentence indicating
the person is finished speaking.

N
Example of turn-reque

e

ting cue: head nods indicating the person wants to talk.

Example of backchann ling cue! a smile which i'einfOrces the speaker and indicates
he receiver'understands what the speaker is trying to communicate and agrees

. with what he/she is says .
k l ,

Can you gl.ve other examples of the
knpi.; when you wish to have a-turn?

kinds of cues that are used to'let others

1. What do you think? 12. I'm fed up to here!

2. Say that again. 13. A clenched fist
3. Huh? 14. Slumping in a seat7,

4. I don't understand. 15. Catching another's eye

5. Yes? 16. Signaling with the,eyes

6. Go on. 17. Cold stares Ms.

7. I don't agree. 8. Frowns
Igo, that's not right! 19. Knitted brows

-9. I agree completely! '20. Pout

10. That's exactly right! 21. Puckered mouth

11. My point is. . . 22. Set (tight) lips

1

Some of the above,ar examples of verbal and some are nonverbal kinds of cues
used to indicate 'turn-requesting; turn - taking; and backchanneling.

Vocal cues are also every important: the inflection, the rate, the pitch, and
the loudness or softness of the. voice are also indicators. For example, how

does the voice change.when a person is asking a challenging question? When

the group members begin to reach 'agreement? When discussing the final solution?

. When there is a rising argument? .

Questions: Can you give an example of how the phrase "What do you know about

1 1 e



it? could tie said to indicase both sarcasm and friendly acceptance? (R)*

During a conversation between two people, what cues indicate to you when each 1

person wishes a turntet speaking? (R,S)

WhatCles indicate turn-requesting? (R,S,I)

What kinds of cues do you see when one person is merely supporting the speaker,
but does not wish to add .any comments of his/her own? ($, I,-E)

Which cues did you find effective? Ineffective? (E)

Which cue should not be used in social,interaction and which cues are accept-
able? (S,E)I

.

Would certain ways of getting the group's attention be inappropriate? (R,S,E)

Have two or more students discuss a topic of sprrent interest. Follow'up their
conversation with a d1scussion of their ritualizing behaviors. Discuss some of
the various ways the participants used verbal and nonverbal cues to indicate
turn-taking, turn-requesting, and backchanneling.

1. What cues did the class observe? (R,S)

2. What cues were the participants aware of? (R,S)

3. How could the participants been more effective? (R,I,E)

Consider the following questions:

I. How would you get attention in a group that refused to et yon have a turn?
(R,S,I,E)

2. What might you do and how would you show disagreement with another idea in a
group discussion? (R,S,I,E)

3. What kinds of cues do you watch for when talking with another person? Facial
expression's, head nodding, eye expressions? -CS,E)

4. What do you think it means when someone rolls their eyes upwards? (E)

5. How important in backchanneling is a'smileA, a head agreement, a frown? (E)

Now, how many cues can you recognize as turn-taking? As backchanneling? As turn

requesting? (R,S,E)

Again, may I remind, you that these cues we have looked at and discussed today are
all examples of the communication known as Ritualizing. Can someone give me a

definition of ritualizing?
1

Conclusion: Hopefully, this discussion today of the kinds of cues used by all of
us in the act known as ritualizing will help all of us to become better'and more
experienced communicators and help'in determining which cues are acceptable to
society, and which are considered inappropriate.

*R refers to questions which help to expand the students' Repertorie; S = Selection
C;iteria; I = Implementation Strategies; and E = Evaluation.
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APPENDI)( C

This-section contains sample outlines, exercises, and evaluation

forms for a variety of communication activities.

Levels of Empathy: Outline
ti

Some Common Listening Problems

Defensive and Supportive Communication Climates

Listening Exercises

The Reflective Response Technique 10

Listening Triads

Listening Exercise Questionnaire

Nonverbal Communication: Axioms Content Areas

Interviewing: Definition, .Types, and Questions

The Problem-Solving Process

Audience Analysis: Factors for Analysis 0

Stages of Delivery: Inventory

Impromptu Speaking:. Suggestions for Effectiveness

Informative Presentations

Organizational Patterns

Visual Aids: Suggestions for Appropriate Osage'

Types of Verbal Supporting Material

Evaluation Form

Persualkve Presentations

Organizational Patterns
I

Evaluation Questicins
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LEVELS OF EMPATHY

Level I: Maximum Understanding through Social Sensitivity

A. Understanding the Speaker's Perceptual Vorld

1. Attitudes
2. Values
3. Beliefd
4. KriOwledge .

5. Culture
1 6. Social SysteT ' ,

7. Past Experiences
_. 8. Future Expectations

B. Understanding OUr Own Perceptual WorldSelective Perception
I

C. Understanding the Content CommunicatedWhat is Being Said?

D. Understanding the Feelings Communicated- -How is the Message Being Said?

Level II: Confirm-ation of Understanding through Active ListenfrigN

A. Attention -During CommuniCation

1. Nonverbally (attentive posture, head nods, eye-contact, facial

expres§ions) .
.-

2. Verbally (vocalizations which indicate you're keeping up with

the speaker and interested in the information communicated)

B. Reflection of Maximum Understanding of Other's Ideas

1. Verbally
2. Nonverbally

C. Reflection of Maximum Uhderstanding of Other's Feelings

1. Verbally
2. Nonverbally



SOME COMMON LISTENING PROBLEMS*

1. ' V4ewing a Topic as Uninteresting..

r

N

Criticizing a Speaker's Delivery Instead of H'i's Message.

3. Getting Overstimulated or Emotionally Involved.

4. Listening Only for Facts.
,

5. Preparing to Answer Questions or P6ints Befordiully Understanding Them.

6. Wasting the Advantages of Thought Speed Over Speech Speed.

7. Trying to Outline Everything.

8. Tolerating or Tailing to Adjust.to pistractions.

9. Faking Attention.

101

10. Listening Only to What is Easy ) Understand.

11.' Allowing Emotionally Laden Words to Interfere with Listening.

12. Permitting Personal Prejudices or Deep-Seated Convictions to Impair

Comprehension and Understanding.

* from L..rry Barker, Listening Behavior

116
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DEFENSIVE AND SUPPORTIVE COMMUNICATION CLIMATES

4

.1M

DEFENSIVE BEHAVIOR: behavior which occurs when an individual perceives threat
or anticipates threat.

IPIL0Defensive behavior leads to defensive listening and produces postu ,

facial, and verbal cues which raise the defense level of the origina
communicator.,

a

Increases in defensive behavior have been found, to correlate positively
with losses in efficiency in communication.

1,

DEFENSIVE-CLIMATES

1. Evaluation

2. Control

3. Strategy--hiddell motivation

4. Neutrality--little warmth br
concern for the other person

5. Superiority

6. Certainty-7dogmatic

a

SUPPORTIVE CLIMATES

1. Description--genuine requests
for information.

2. Problem-Orientation--collaborate
on seeking solution to problem

3. Spontaneity-- straightforward and

honest

4. Empathy--respect for worth of the
,other person

5. Equality -- mutual trust & respect

6. Provisionalism--willing to
experiment and invdstigate issues

I

from Jack R. Gibb, "Defensive Cemmunication ,,Journal' Communication,

Volume XI, No 3 (September, 1961), pp. 1411-148.
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The Reflective Response Technique

Definition: A response by the listener in which he/she verbalizes back to the

speaker the essential ideas and feelings the speaker has expressed.

The listener acts as a mirror, reflecting back and supporting the

.speaker's message.

Objectives: 1. Listen not only for the words of the speaker, but for the

feelings behind the words as well.

2. Try to see and understand the world through the speaker's

perceptions.

3. Do not evaluate. Suspend yodr own value judgments, so as

to understand the speaker's thoughts and feelings as he/she

experiences them.
I

4. "Check out" your understanding by verbally and nothrbally
reflecting tack to the speaker the essential 'ideas and

feelings the speaker has expressed.

5. Encourage further verbalization; support the speaker's ideas

4nd feelings by providing additional information which you

feel helps clarify the speaker's ideas and feelings.

6. The following phrases may help you get started with the

reflective response tecnnique:

What you seem to be saying is . .

I think you're saying .

7. When sharing your own personal perceptions, use the "I Rule."

6 Talk in terms of yourself; personalizing your conversation
with yourself. The following phrases may help:

I feel . .

It is my opinion .

I believe . . .

To me it is . .

For myself . .

I think . .

d
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Listening Triads

Listeiang Triads are formed. The participants in each-triad label

themselvesA, B, or C. The facilitator distributes Topics for Discussion.,:,

(see below)... In each group, one person will act as a referee and the other
two as participants in a discussion-of one of the topics found on 9e sheet.

One will be.the speaker and the other the listener. The following instruc-

tions are given by the facilitator:

1. The discussion is to Ile unstructured except that before each
participant speaks he must first summarize, in his on words
and without-notes, what has been -said. previously.

---, 2 If his summary is thought to be incorrect, /the speaker or the
referee are free to interrupt and clear up any misunderstandings.

3. Participant A begins as speaker. He selects his topic. Parti-

cipant B will be the listener, and Participant C will be the i

referee.

4. Three to seven minutes are all Wed for discussion, depending
upon available time.

5. The process is repeated.for all three members.

6. Class discussion follows. Possible questions might, be:

p

a. 'Did you find that you h#d difficultrin listeni3 to others

during the exercise? Why?

b. Did you find that "You had difficulty in. formulating your
thoughts and listening at the same time?
(1) Forgetting what you were going to say.

Aso >
k2). Not listening /to others.
(3)'Rehearsing your response.

-4

c. When others paraphrased your remarks, did they do it in a

shorter, more concise way?

d. Did you find that you were not getting across what you wanted

to say?

e. Was the manner of'presentation by'others affecting your lis-

tening ability?
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Listening Exerise questionnaire

Following an exercise,in which students have had an opportunity
to discuss issues, attitudes, and/or feelings regarding a particular
topic, the following questions may be used as a stimulus for discussing
actual listening behaviors. (Respormes can be recorded for each ques-
tion with added.explanations if desired: 5=Always; 4=Almost Altiayb;
3=Sometimes; 2=Rarely; and 1=Not At All.) --

A..Your Listening Behavior

1. Did you make an effort to understand your partner's perspec-
tive when listening to him/herf

2. Were you interested in what your partner was saying? Did you
attempt to empathize with him/her--to see, feel, and hear with -

your partner?
3. Did you paraphrase your partner's communication with you in -

the exercise? Effectively?
4. Were you hesitant to disclose your feelings to your partner?
5. What kinds of things could you do to improve your own listen- /

ing skills? '

A
B. Your Partner's Listening Behavior

1. Did your partnertmake an effort to understand your perspec-
tive when listening to you?

2. Did your partner seem interested in what you were saying?
Did he/she 'attempt to empathize with you--to see, feel, and'
hear'with.yOU?

3. Did your partner paraphrase your communication to him/her in
the exercise? Effectively?

4. Did your partner seem hesitant to disclose his/her feelings
to you?

5. What suggestions can you give your partner to improve his/her
listening skills?
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NONVERBAL COMJUNICATIQN

Three Rxioms of Nonverbal Communication:

I. One Cannot Not Communicate

II. Nonverbal Channels are Most Effective in Communicating
Feelings, Attitudes,, and Relationships

III. Nonverbal Channels Carry High Validity

Nonverbal Communication Areas:

1. Kinesics: .Gesture, Posture, Body Movement, Favial Expression

2. ProxeMics: Interpersonal Space and Distance; Use of En4iron-
mental Space; Seating Arrangements

3. Physical Appearance/Dress

4. Haptics: Touching Behavior

5. Oculesics: Eye Behavior

6. Vocalics: Vocal Behavior; Intonation; Inflection
6

7. Environmental Factors: Color, Design, Types of Objects; Temperature

8. Chronemics: Use of Time
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INTERVIEWING

I. Definition: A form of oral comi4unication involving two parties,
at least one of whom has a preconceived and serious
purpose, and both of whom speak and listen from time
to time.

`This definitioh implies any dyadic interaction may become an interview
if one individual has a preconceived and serious puricrbse for the
interaction. One party (usually the Interviewer--R) takes the
responsOility for the success of the interaction, while the other
party (usually the Interviewee--E) h2s the power of decision to
accept the goal and process of the fr. During any interview situation,
the roles of tbe,participants may change.

II. Types of Interviews
A. Information-Giving
B. Information-Getting
C. Persuasive
D. Problem-Solving
E. Personal Counseling
F. Reprimand, Correction, Complaint
G. Appraisal or Evaluation
H. Stress
I. Employment

Directive/Nondirective Types of Questions - need to be aware of
their purpose and effect to be better prepared for'interview:
A. Open-Ended: This is a very broad question allowing the respondent

great:latitude in reply.

Ex: What do you think about the'computer industry?
Tell me about the West High-East High game.

B. Direct: This asks explicitly for a reply on a specified topic.
It is more narrow than open-ended.

Ex: What companies have you interviewed with so far?
What was the West High School defense like?

C. Closed: This narrows the response still further.

Ex: What company did you especially like?
What scoring play did you like best?

D. Yes-No Bipolar: This is even more narrow, allowing the respondent
no reply except yes, no, or I don't know.

Ex: Would you be content to work with a company that
was not one of your choices?
Did you see John Ambrose shoot his last two points?

Probe: This is a follow-up to a partial or superficial response,
which encourages the respondent to expand on his/her
answer.
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Ex: I see. Tell me more. Why do you feel the way you
do about the company?
Why do you think East High outplayed West High
in the first half?

F. Leading: This approach forces the respondent to give a specific kind
. of answer. Use. with caution. It can be tricky to answer

as well.
\\,

Ex: Almost everyone I have spoken with agrees with your
assessment of that company. Why do you think this is?
You thought West High would win, didn't you?

.G. loaded: This type of question has a highly emotional meaning for the
respondent and may arouse anger.

Ex: Come on, won't you admit that you are wrong in this
assessment? -Q.,

it
It's apparent that you said what you did because of

.
, the general popularity of our firm.

r Are you still betting against West High?
H. Mirror: This question attempts to get the respondent to expand on

4 his/her last response.

0 Ex: Let me ask the question another. way.
'you say you think East High outplayed West High
in the first half?

I. Hypothetical: This is a way of getting the respondent to expand
on his/her ideas and feelings.

Ex: Suppose you could create your own .position. What

would the job descripition include?
If you were playing in the game, what would you do'
differently?

t
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PROBLEM-SOLVING PROCESS

Steps in Problem-Solving

1. Awareness of the,problem
a) Significance & immediancy of the problem
b) Effect on individual group members
c) Broader implications for the group
d) Need for decision or action

2. Definition of the Problem
a) Problem clearly stated
b) Definitions of terms
c) Question designed to require discussion, not debate (i.e., an

open-ended question rather than an either-or question which
demands discussants to take opposing sides)

3. Exploration of the Problem
a) Nature and extent of the problem
b) Causes of the problem
c) Effects of the problem
d) Main issues
e). Possible limitations

4. Criteria for Solution
a) Criteria proposed and adopted for evaluating possible soluPons
b) Criteria = Limitations which are placed on the solution (e.g.,

funds, school policy)

5. Suggestions of Possible Solutions
a) Should reflect thoughtful, realistic, and representative

. proposalsior decision or action
b) Brainstorming may be used. at this stage

6. Exploration of the Possible Solutions
a) Implications of each possible solution
b) Best solution-meets most of-the criteria identified

7. Solution Implementation
a) How might this solution be put into effect?
b) To implement solution, repeat the problem-solving process

7,

Attitudes Vital to Problem-Solving:

1. Dellopment and maintenance of a Reflective Approach
a) Giving equal hearing to all points of view, regardless of prejudices
b) Remain open-mihded
c) Avoid defensiveness
d) Ideas should be treated as the property of the group, rather than

of the individual who proposed them
e) Hold decisions until ALL solutions have been explored
7) Thoroughness, accuracy, considered judgement, lively imagitation,

sensitivity to feelings of others, and patience should be part
a Of the process
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2. Awareness of and.Desire to Satisfy the Needs of Other Discussants
a) Self Respect
b) Need to Belong
c) Feeling of Accomplishment
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STAGES OF DELIVERY

'I. Delivery less effective than in regular conversation.- This may seem silly,

but many people pick up distracting mannerisms in a public speaking situation

that they do not have in everyday speech. If you are at this stage for more

than one speech, you ,should definiCely see me for special help.

II. Delivery at least as effective as everyday speech.

..

III. Significant progress in'eliminating your mosE distracting mannerisms. Freedom

from notes. Eye contact through most of the speech. Voice audible at all

times. Articulation and phrasihg clear enough that no phrases of your speech

are lost. Few vocalised pauses. Free from serious grammatical errors.

IV. No really distracting mannerisms left. Vocal inflection,and facial expression

related to meaning of speech. Natural gestureiend movement. More or less

constant eye contact with entire audience. A lively sense of communication.

You must applear to like, your audience, like speaking and be enthusiastic about

your subject.

V. Hold attention throughout the speech. Maintain poise before, during and

after the speech. Lectern and notes never used as a crutch. Vocal and

facial expresslon used to reinforce the ideas of the speech. Smooth and

. pleasing movement and gestures. Acceptable diction, pronunciation and word

choice. Articulation clear enough that no words are lost. At this stage

WI should get a definite feeling that your delivery is projecting your

personality into tbe.speaking situation and there should be great interaction

with the audience to terms of responding to feedback. Total impression of

your delivery at this stage is that people listening to you would say "That's

a d

VI& 'Fluent, virtually no vocalized pauses. -A sense of timing, dramatic pauses,

movement, etc. used to elicit audience response. Effective use of language,

figures Of speech, repetition, and variety of sentence structure. Tone, pitch,

volUme and physical movement are not'onlY consistent with content but varied

enough to add a dimension to your speech. At this stage you should be in

command of your audience. We should get a definite feeling that you are using

voice and physical aeotivity to set amood and stimulate emotional responses

from your audience. 0

VII, Spellbiedingl I find myself having difficulty finding any sdggestions for

improvement. (I'll'find them, but it's hard.)

These are general categories. Obviously each of, you will not fit cleirly

into one of these at each stage. They represent both general descriptions

and specific prerequisites. You may have most of the characteristiCs of

a Stage VI speaker but make so many serious gradfiatical errors that my

general reaction is that your overall effectiveness is the same as speakers

in Stage III.

,11
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SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROMPTU SPEAKING

1. Try to plan the points you will cover. If you have any time at

all, use it to organize your thoughts, either mentally or on
paper. Don't be overambitious, trying to cover too much ground.
Limit yourself to a few main ideas. 'If you are familiar with
outlining procedures, try to visualize aoshort outline to follow:1

2. Start slowly. When you get up to speak, take your time responding
# to the introduction and addressing your audience. It may put you

at ease and help you establish audience contact if you comment on
the remarks made by the chairman or acknowledge Che presence of
persons in the audience.- Your greeting, for example, may be phrased

as follows: "Mr.'President, distinguished visitors, and membets

of Phi Beta Kappa..."

3. Maintain an air of confidence. Don't be apologetic for your lack
of preparation; after all, the circumstances are not of your choosing.

Take a positive attitude that you are complimented by being asked to
speak and that.you will do your best to,justify the compliment.
Remember to look at your listeners and direct your remarks to them.

4. Stay on course during your talk., After making a fev preliminary
remarks to gain'confidenc and poise, focus on your main points,
avoiding digression. If you bicome stalled momehtarlilyi.restite
in a slightly different Tway something you have said before. If

you have notes, refer to them casually; or if you.could plan your

speech only in your mind, go back briefly to your mental outlils.

5. Pause occksionally. Rather than stringing your remarks together
on a chain of "and-er's", make use of pauses. Slav pauses are
effective as a means of emphasis and of signaling the conclusion
of a thought phrase or sentence; they also give you time to breathe

and to consider your next statement.

6. Conclude gracefully.' even if time remains, stop speaking en

you have said all you can on a subject. And use a,fina ry

to strengthen your conclusion. Recapitulating your ideas

for the convenience of the audience will help to offset whytever
lack of organisation your speech possessed; summarizing-may, in
fact, make your speech seem better organized and more significant
than it actually vas.
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AUDIENCE ANALYSIS

,

Ask Yourself: 1) What do I know about tne group of people who will receive
this message?

2) How can I use that knoyledge
of achieving-my goals?

increase the probability ,

A. SPEAKER IMAGE FACTORS
1. Perceived friendship of speaker
2. Perceived commonground with speaker
3. Perceived authority
4. Perceived trustworthiness
5. Motivational expectancies--what does listener expect?

6. Ability expectancies--skill of speaker

7. Language expectancies
8. Perceived sponsorship of speaker

B. ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
1. Physical surroundings -- decor, color, space, acoustics, music
2. Occasion or social context
3. Listener-Listener Transaction

C. GROUP MEMBERSHIP FACTORS or Demographic Data

1. Age
2. Sex
3. Socio-economic status--occupation, income, education, language
4. Religious affiliations .

5. Avocational Interests
6. Political Affiliations
7. Social Organizations
8. Cultural Backgrounds
9. Geographical Backgrounds

10. Information channels

D. LISTENER MOTIVATIONAL FACTORS
1. Motives--grimary and secondary
2. Commitment to motives, desires, or values
3. Values
4. Common premise--search for particular common value held by both

listener and,speaker
5. Personality Factors: cognitive clarity, cognitive style

E. COGNITIVE FACTORS
1. Listeners' experiences
. Listeners' knowledge !

S 3. Listeners' beliefs
a. Cognitive Dissonance
b. Latitudes of Acceptance and Rejection

F. AUDIENCE ATTITUDES
1. eutral audience

'' 2. Hostile audience
3. Favorable audience
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ORGANIZATIONAL PATTERNS FOR INFORMATIVE SPEECHES

`Pattern Definition Example

Chronological Arrange in consecutive

(sequential) time sequence

Spatial
(geographical)

Arrange according to
relationships among people,
places, or objects

Cause-effect Begin with causes and point
out effects

Effect-cause

Topical

Begin with conditions
(effects) and discuss their

causes

Arrange topic according to
its natural breakdown. Can

be from least to most im-
portant and vice-versa.'

The steps in making a quilt..

Describing the layout of your living room.

I. Industry's response to economic slowdown
results in a need for fewer workers.

II. Consequently the unemployment rate
increases.

I. The unemployment rate is rising.
II. The major cause of the rise rate is

industry's response to the economic
slowdown.

Discussing the levels of government: city,

state and federal.

USING VISUAL AIDS

Visual aids may include graphs, charts, photos, posters, zslides, models, even you- -

any material which can be seen. If visual aids are to be effective, however, several

guidelines must be followed:

1. The visual aid shoufd be relevant. If it doesn't help your speech fulfill its

purpose, don't use it.

2. Be sure your visual aid is large enough for everyone in tie auctience to see it

easily.

3. Don't block your audience's view of your aid. Keep to one side of it.

4. Plan the visual aid carefully. Hastily made visual aids are seldom effective.

5. Practice with the visual aid, so that you will be able to handle it well.

6. Always talk to your audience, not the aid. Contact with your audience is im-

portant, even when you are referring to the aid. Keep your conversation flowing

as you use the aid.

.1
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Step

ORGANIZATIONAL PLAN FOR INFORMATIVE SPEECH

Purposes

I. Introduction A. To Gain Attention
To Direct Attention to Subject

4' To Establish Good Will

II. Body '\\

III. Conclusion

B. To Urge a Need for Your
Audience to Listen or Know
About Your Topic

C. Establish Credibility

Present Knowledge and Information

A.

P.
C.

Focus thougnt on central their
Leave audience in proper mood
Convey a sense of completeness
and finality

Me'thods of Development

Reference to Problem
Reference to Occasion
Personal Greeting
Rhetorical Question
Startling Statement
Quotation

11Humorous Story
Illustration

Explain the Importance of Your
Subject to the Audience

Review Your Qualifications
on the Subject.

to Speak

A. Initial Summary of Main Points
'B. Definition of Key Terms (if

necessam)
C Detaile Information Organized

according to a definite pattern:
chronological, spatiil,
cause-effect, topical.

Summary
Personal Intention
Quotation
Illustration
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Type

I Example

TYPES OF VERBAL SUPPORTING MATERIAL
I

Definition Example Make Sure That. .

Refers to an event;
person, place, or ob-
ject in narrative form

all examples are relevant,
typical, and appropriate to
audience and occasion.

A. Illustration
1. Hypothetical

2. Factual

Detailed Example
Discusses what could
happen
Discusses what did

'happen

"Let us imagine that
we lost our jobs. . ."

"Several days ago, I
lost my job. . ."

;=.

B. Instalia--------WdMilli-deXampte,
referring to specific
cases rather than
describing an event
in detail. Usually
several examples are
used

system is effective.
Southwest High, Colum-
bus High, and Franklin
High all report that
their students work
just as hard as under
the traditional system."

.

II. Comparison

A. Figurative

B. Literal

Points out similari-
ties of two or more
items
Compai-es unlike
items

i ...MP-

I(

Compares li e items

"Violence in this
country is spreading
like a cancerous
disease"
"It has often been said
hat our society will

fdecay as did the Roman
Empire."

the siailaritids between the
objects, persons, or events
compared outweigh the
differences between them.

III. Statistics Uses figures to
show the degree to
which something
exists

"One out of every
four American deaths
this year will be
from cancer."

the st4tistics are specific
relevant, recent, concrete,
and clear, and that-they
aren't overused.

IV. Testimony- Presents another
person's view:
either a direct %.

qUote or a
conclusion

"John Galbraith
concluded in 1969 that

. modern colleges could
be characterized as
places of revolt and
restlessness

the testlmony is from a P

qualified source not quote(
out of context, relatively
short, not changed in any
way, and based on first-hanc

knowledge.
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Name

To

INFORMATIVE SPEECH
EVALUATION

SUBJECT
Challenging
Limited
Adapted to audience interests
Adapted to audience knowledge

INTRODUCTION
Attention gained 1

Needed information given
'Common ground established

MAIN POINTS
Well stated
Outstanding
Limited

SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Sufficient
Adapted to this audience
Subordinate 5m4pin points

ORGANIZATION-
Easily followed
Tra'nsitions effective
Inteimal summaries

CONCLUSION
Economical
Provide a note of finality
Give focus to the whole speech

VISUAL AIDS
Appropriate,.

Effective
Well made

LANGUAGE
Sound."oral"
Rate, volume, pitch
Grammar and pronunciation

DELIVERY
Adequate eye contact
Movement meaningful
Gestures communicative

OVERALL EVALUATION
Employment of feedback
Response achieved
Attention and interest held

Date

COMMENTS
1 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5'

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 .5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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For Persuasive Presentations

Step

THE MOTIVATED SEQUENCE

Function or Purpose

1. Attention a. Gain initial attention
b. Direct attention to subject
c. Establish good will
d. Establish credibility

2. Need Kinds of need:
a. to urge a change in the

status quo (persuasive)
b. to urge preservation of

status quo (persuasive)
c. to urge a need to listen

or know (informative)

3. Satisfaction Kinds of satisfaction:
a. present solution or plan

(persuasive
b. present knowledge Si

information (informative)

Methods of Development

a. Reference to problem
b. ,Reference 'to occasion
c. Personal greeting
d. Rhetorical question
e. Startling Statement
f. Quotation
g. Humorous anecdote
h. Illustration

a. Four fold development of
need (persuasive)
1. Statement of problem
2. Factual illustration of

problem
3. Ramification (further proof)
4. Pointing (how problem affects

audience)
b. Development of need (informative)

1. Motivate to listen
2. Importance of subject
3. Review your qualifications

to speak on given subject
r.

a. Development for Persuasive Speeche
1. StaXemenikofsolutiort
2. Explanati&b of solution
3. Proof of workability
4. Show how plan meets need,
5. Overcome any objections

b. Development for Informative-CPPesch

1. Initial summary
2. Defintion of key terms
3) Detailed information
4. -Final Summary

4. Visualization Impress audience with merits.of a. Positive method
solution and project them into b. Negative method
future visualizing results c. Contrast method
of solution

5. Action End of speech: a.

a. Focus thought on central b.

theme of talk c.

b. leave audience in proper d.
mood e.

c. Convey a sense of complete- f.

nese and,finality
d. Ask audience to believe or

act in i certain way
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Challenge or appeal
Personal Intention
Inducement
Quotation
Illustration

. Sumnary

Carolyn M. Del Polito, Ph.D.
Speech ComMunication & Theatre



CRITIQUING THE PERSUASIVE SPEECH

LOGOS--Logical Evidence: Check Quantity, Quality, and Reasoning
1. Has the speaker used the best evidence?
2. Is there sufficient evidence given?

Speciic Examples
Are sufficient instances known to warrant the conclusion?
Are instances fair examples of the whole?

4F
Are they true?
Are they recent?
Are there exceptions?

3'. Is the evidence fact or opinion?
4. Are the facts verifiable?

Statistics
Are sufficient statistics available to warrant the onclusion?"
Are they typical and representative?
Are they recent, true, and properly selected?
Are the units properly defined?
Has the material been aafirately sampled?

5. Where does the evidence come from?
Testimont (Authority: Person or Pubicati n)
IS tie source competent as an observer in the field?
Is fhe witness in a position to observe?
Is source prejudiced, honest, and can he/she/it be corroborated with
another source?

0 6 Is the evidence relevant?
Analo (Comparison)
re e subjects or relationships under comparison actually
capable of being compared?

Are these similarities important?
Do important differences exist?
Causation (Causal reasoning)
Can a causal relation be established?
Is the alleged cause adequate to produce the alleged effect?
Is the result the product of a sole cause or a plurality of causeg?
Are other causes operating to prevent the alleged causes from

producing the alleged effects?

ETHOS--Ethical Proof
1. Internal Ethos--Is.the speaker. .

Credible?
Intelligent?
Sincere?
Sensitive to Listeners?
Trustworthy? Honest?

2. External Ethos--Do the following detract from the speaker's ethos?
Appearance?
Mannerisms?.

41

Social Ease?

PATHOS--Emotional Proof
Are the appeals:

Relevant to thisaudience?
,Relevant to Fie speaker's purpose?
Sufficient in number?
Used appropriately?
Attaining speaker's purpose?
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